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A B S T R A C T

The present work focuses on the preparation and characterisation
of various nanoplastic reference material candidates. Nanoplastics
are plastic particles in a size range of 1 − 1000 nm. The term has
emerged in recent years as a distinction from the larger microplastic
(1 − 1000 µm). Since the properties of the two plastic particles differ
significantly due to their size, it is important to have nanoplastic refer-
ence material. This was produced for the polymer types polypropylene
(PP) and polyethylene (PE) as well as poly(lactic acid) (PLA).

A top-down method was used to produce the nanoplastic for the
polyolefins PP and PE (Section 3.1). The material was crushed in
acetone using an Ultra-Turrax disperser and then transferred to wa-
ter. This process produces reproducible results when repeated, mak-
ing it suitable for the production of a reference material candidate.
The resulting dispersions were investigated using dynamic and elec-
trophoretic light scattering. The dispersion of PP particles gave a mean
hydrodynamic diameter Dh = 180.5± 5.8 nm with a PDI = 0.08± 0.02
and a zeta potential ζ = −43.0 ± 2.0 mV. For the PE particles, a di-
ameter Dh = 344.5 ± 34.6 nm, with a PDI = 0.39 ± 0.04 and a zeta
potential of ζ = −40.0 ± 4.2 mV was measured. This means that both
dispersions are nanoplastics, as the particles are < 1000 nm. Further-
more, the starting material of these polyolefin particles was mixed
with a gold salt and thereby the nanoplastic production was repeated
in order to obtain nanoplastic particles doped with gold, which should
simplify the detection of the particles.

In addition to the top-down approach, a bottom-up method was
chosen for the PLA (Section 3.2). Here, the polymer was first dissolved
in THF and stabilised with a surfactant. Then water was added and
THF evaporated, leaving an aqueous PLA dispersion. This experiment
was also investigated using dynamic light scattering and, when re-
peated, yielded reproducible results, i. e. an average hydrodynamic
diameter of Dh = 89.2 ± 3.0 nm. Since the mass concentration of
PLA in the dispersion is known due to the production method, a
Python notebook was tested for these samples to calculate the number
and mass concentration of nano(plastic) particles using the MALS
results. Similar to the plastic produced in Section 3.1, gold was also
incorporated into the particle, which was achieved by adding a dis-
persion of gold clusters with a diameter of D = 1.15 nm in an ionic
liquid (IL) in the production process. Here, the preparation of the gold
clusters in the ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide
([Emim][DCA]) represented the first use of an IL both as a reducing
agent for gold and as a solvent for the gold clusters. Two volumes of
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gold cluster dispersion were added during the PLA particle synthesis.
The addition of the gold clusters leads to much larger particles. The
nanoPLA with 0.8% Au has a diameter of Dh = 198.0 ± 10.8 nm and
the nanoPLA with 4.9% Au has a diameter of Dh = 259.1 ± 23.7 nm.
First investigations by TEM imaging show that the nanoPLA particles
form hollow spheres when gold clusters are added. However, the
mechanism leading to these structures remains unclear.
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K U R Z Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Herstellung und Cha-
rakterisierung verschiedener Nanoplastikreferenzmaterialkandidaten.
Um Nanoplastik handelt es sich bei Plastikpartikeln in einem Größen-
bereich von 1 − 1000 nm. Der Begriff hat sich in den letzten Jahren
als Abgrenzung zu dem größeren Mikroplastik (1 − 1000 µm) her-
ausgebildet. Da sich die Eigenschaften der beiden Plastikpartikel auf
Grund ihrer Größe deutlich unterscheiden, ist es wichtig, Nanoplas-
tikreferenzmaterial zur Verfügung zu stellen. Dieses wurde für die
Polymertypen Polypropylen (PP) und Polyethylen (PE) sowie Poly-
milchsäure (PLA) hergestellt.

Dabei wurde für die Polyolefine PP und PE eine top-down Metho-
de für die Herstellung des Nanoplastiks angewandt (Abschnitt 3.1).
Dazu wurde das Material mithilfe eines Ultra-Turrax Dispergierge-
räts in Aceton zerkleinert und danach in Wasser überführt. Dieser
Prozess führt bei Wiederholung zu ähnlichen Ergebnissen, was ihn
passend für die Herstellung eines Referenzmaterialkandidaten macht.
Die entstandenen Dispersionen wurden mit der dynamischen und
elektrophoretischen Lichtstreuung untersucht. Die Dispersion von
PP-Partikeln ergab einen mittleren hydrodynamischen Durchmes-
ser Dh = 180.5 ± 5.8 nm mit einem PDI = 0.08 ± 0.02 und einem
Zetapotential ζ = −43.0 ± 2.0 mV. Bei den PE-Partikeln wurde ein
Durchmesser Dh = 344.5 ± 34.6 nm, mit einem PDI = 0.39 ± 0.04
und einem Zetapotential von ζ = −40.0 ± 4.2 mV gemessen. Damit
handelt es sich bei beiden Dispersionen um Nanoplastik, da die Par-
tikel < 1000 nm sind. Des Weiteren wurde das Ausgangsmaterial
dieser Polyolefinpartikel mit einem Goldsalz versetzt und damit die
Nanoplastikherstellung wiederholt, um mit Gold dotierte Nanoplas-
tikpartikel zu erhalten, die die Detektion der Partikel vereinfachen
sollen.

Neben dem Top-down Ansatz wurde für das PLA eine Bottom-up
Methode gewählt (Abschnitt 3.2). Hierbei wurde das Polymer in THF
zunächst gelöst und mit einem Tensid stabilisiert. Dann wurde Wasser
hinzugegeben und das THF verdampft, sodass eine wässrige PLA-
Dispersion übrig blieb. Auch dieses Experiment wurde mithilfe der
dynamischen Lichtstreuung untersucht und führte bei Wiederholung
zu reproduzierbaren Ergebnissen von einem mittleren hydrodyna-
mischen Durchmesser von Dh = 89.2 ± 3.0 nm. Da durch die Her-
stellungsweise die Massenkonzentration von PLA in der Dispersion
bekannt ist, wurde für diese Proben ein Python Notebook getestet,
das die Zahlen- und Massenkonzentration von Nano(plastik)partikeln
mithilfe der MALS-Ergebnisse errechnen soll. Ähnlich wie für das in
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Abschnitt 3.1 hergestellte Plastik wurde auch hier Gold in den Partikel
eingearbeitet, was durch die Zugabe einer Dispersion von Goldclus-
tern mit einem Durchmesser von D = 1.15 nm in einer ionischen
Flüssigkeit (IL) im Herstellungsprozess gelang. Dabei stellte die Her-
stellung der Goldcluster in der ionischen Flüssigkeit 1-Ethyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium-dicyanamid ([Emim][DCA]) die erstmalige Verwendung
einer IL sowohl als Reduktionsmittel für Gold als auch als Lösungs-
mittel für die Goldcluster dar. Während der Synthese der PLA-Partikel
wurden zwei unterschiedliche Volumina der Goldcluster-Dispersion
hinzugefügt. Die Zugabe von Goldclustern führt zu wesentlich grö-
ßeren Partikeln. Das nanoPLA mit 0.8% Au hat einen Durchmesser
von Dh = 198.0 ± 10.8 nm und das nanoPLA mit 4.9% Au hat einen
Durchmesser von Dh = 259.1 ± 23.7 nm. Dabei zeigen erste Untersu-
chungen mittels TEM-Bildgebung, dass die nanoPLA-Partikel Hohl-
kugeln bilden, wenn Goldcluster hinzugefügt werden. Jedoch ist der
Mechanismus, der zu diesen Strukturen führt, noch unklar.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Hardly any other man-made material has changed the human lifestyle
as much as plastics. It all began about 100 years ago, when hermann

staudinger postulated the theory of macromolecules [1].
Research in this new field of chemistry grew steadily [2]. Another

big step was the discovery of the simplified catalytic polymerization
of high molecular mass polyolefins by karl ziegler and guilio

natta, in the 1950s [3, 4], which was honoured with the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 1963. The new Ziegler-Natta method made polyethy-
lene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) production a lot cheaper and led
to the increasing use of plastics in a vast field of applications. Global
polymer production increased from yearly 2 million metric tons in
1950 to 381 million metric tons in 2015, which is shown in Figure 1.1.
At the same time, more than half of the polymer types produced is

Figure 1.1: Increase of global polymer production over the years in million
metric tons. Data from [5].

a polyolefin [5]. While initially, the new material class was used in
more permanent applications, such as electronics, construction etc, a
huge share of the plastic produced nowadays is used in the packaging
sector [5]. Here, the plastics used for packaging are ca. 45% of the total
plastics used globally between 2002 to 2014 [5]. Because of their chem-
ical resistance to a broad range of chemicals, polyolefins are a popular
polymer used for packaging. Most packaging is disposable and is used
only once and trashed after a period of ca. 6 months [5]. All these
factors result in the fact, that the ratio of trashed plastic to plastic
produced annually is very high for the polyolefins PP and PE. The
rates of waste generated are the highest for the different types of PE
and PP, only surpassed by poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), which
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2 introduction

Figure 1.2: Percentages of plastic trashed of the plastic produced annually
for the most common polymer types. Data from [5].

is the main material of plastic water bottles. The rates of waste gen-
eration do not necessarily pose harm to the environment if sufficient
recycling is established for all types of plastics. However, this is not
the case and some plastic waste is not properly disposed of. Over time,
rising amounts of plastic waste ended up in the environment. Geyer
et al. estimated, that 60 % of the plastic ever produced was discarded.
This means, that it entered the environment through landfills or the
uncontrolled disposal of plastic into nature and only a small share of
the plastic ever produced was recycled (9 %) or incinerated (12 %) [5].
If plastic enters the environment, different degradation processes can
occur, depending on the exact conditions. The degradation process can
take place due to biological, chemical or mechanical stress. Most of the
time, a combination of the three of them takes place. Then, secondary
microplastics are formed. The degradation process does not stop after
the formation of microplastics. The small plastic particles can degrade
to even smaller particles, that are too small to be seen by the human
eye. Since researchers in the field of microplastic and nanoplastic are
aware that nanoplastics have significantly different effects on the envi-
ronment due to their much smaller size, a distinction is made between
microplastics with a diameter of 1 − 1000 µm and nanoplastics with
a diameter of 1 − 1000 nm. The first extensive study on microplastic
found in the environment was the work of R. Thompson from the
University of Plymouth in 2004 [6]. In the years since then, the research
in this field grew rapidly, which also led to better sample collection
and detection methods, that have been defined as standards.

However, the detection of microplastics and nanoplastics from an
environmental matrix only represents one field in this research topic.
Toxicological tests and risk assessments are important because mi-
croplastics and especially nanoplastics are expected to interact with
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human or marine organisms. Model materials are used to control the
amount of plastic debris, e. g. marine organisms are exposed to in these
experiments [7]. Mostly, researchers use plastic particles that were
produced to serve another purpose, such as nano-sized polystyrene
(PS) [8]. Via mini-emulsion polymerisation, these nanoparticles are
easy to synthesise [9] and are therefore easily purchasable. However,
these spherical nanoparticles do not represent the nanoplastic we are
exposed to in our environment. Furthermore, they usually need sur-
factants to provide their colloidal stability, which can interfere with
the tests [10]. Due to the lack of alternatives, they are still used, even
though they do not show the same characteristics as environmentally
degraded nanoplastics. Since PP and PE are very commonly used in
the modern plastic industry, nanoplastic materials used for toxicolog-
ical testing should contain these polyolefins. In this work, the main
aim is to present a way to close this void in the field of nanoplastic
research and prepare reference materials produced from the most
common polymer types, that can serve as a model for environmental
nanoplastic in toxicological tests and detection method validation.





2
T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D

2.1 nanoparticles

The term nanoparticle describes atomic or molecular compounds with
at least one dimension in the size range of 1 to 100 nm [11]. The first
part of the term derives from the ancient Greek word nanos, which
means dwarf and is used as a prefix for SI unit names for values in the
order of 10

−9. Nanoparticles (NPs) can be composed of a wide variety
of materials. In addition to metallic, inorganic, and organic particles,
there are also polymer particles.

NPs have been produced for centuries even before their existence
was known. Silver and gold NPs are responsible for the changing
colours in dichroic glass, with the most famous example being the
Roman Lycurgus cup [12]. NPs are also called colloids because they are
usually dispersed in a liquid medium and form a colloidal suspension
(sol).

In general, the surface of NPs is very determinant of their properties.
Due to their small size, they have a huge surface atoms to core atoms
ratio. The smaller the particle, the larger this ratio.This characteristic
makes them very interesting for a huge variety of applications, such
as catalysis, drug delivery, sensing, electronics, and cellular imaging
[13–19].

The upper size limit of NPs of 100 nm was set, because many of
the NPs show a certain behaviour in their optical properties for sizes
below 100 nm. That is because the electronic and optical properties of
NPs usually differ from those of the macroscopic material.

The quantum confinement effect leads to more discrete energy levels
in very small (semi)conductive NPs and therefore to a larger band gap,
the smaller the particle size is. This leads to size-dependent colours
of certain nanoparticles. The majority are the so-called quantum dots
(QDs), which are semiconductive nanocrystals. The adjustable photo-
luminescence makes QDs interesting for optoelectronic uses.

The colour of the gold and silver NPs, which are responsible for the
colour of the dichroic glass, bases on the localised surface plasmon
resonance in the nano-sized crystals [20]. This leads to colours of Au
NPs dispersions that vary from red to purple and violet, depending
on the particle size [21].

Even though, NPs show very interesting properties, they can pose
harm to humans. Because of their small size, they have the potential
to penetrate tissue. They are in the same size range as other biological
structures such as antibodies, proteins and viruses [22]. Therefore
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6 theoretical background

the potential impact on biological systems is estimated to be high
and a new field of nanotoxicology research was founded. It needs to
be tested whether the benefit that an application of NPs brings, also
brings potential harm. Because they are usually fabricated to serve a
certain application and are then released to the human environment,
risk assessment studies are easier to perform beforehand. With the
formation of secondary NPs in the environment after releasing certain
debris to the environment, risk assessment studies are more difficult,
because the right model material is in most cases not given.

2.1.1 Nanoparticle Synthesis Strategies

In general, the synthesis of NPs is distinguished between a top-down
and a bottom-up method. While for the top-down method, the bulk
material is crushed to fragments in the nm scale, the bottom-up strat-
egy assembles the nanoparticle from its building blocks (atoms or
molecules). There are several different strategies to achieve this. An
overview is given in Table 2.1 and more details can be found in the
review by Habibullah et al. [23]. The synthesis method of choice
depends considerably on the NP material. While inorganic NPs are
usually produced using a bottom-up approach, other NPs (especially
microplastic and nanoplastic) are usually produced using a top-down
approach.

Table 2.1: List of nanoparticle synthesis strategies often used. Distinguished
between top-down and bottom-up methods [23].

top-down method bottom-up method

laser ablation electrochemical synthesis

sputtering (microwave-induced) green syn-
thesis

pyrolysis chemical synthesis

(ball) milling radiation-induced synthesis

lithography microemulsion synthesis

The choice of synthesis method also depends on the desired prop-
erties of the final product. In chemical syntheses, which follow a
bottom-up method, it is often easy to achieve different sizes and size
distributions by changing the reaction temperature and time and
specifically controlling the product properties [24–26].

When it comes to plastic NPs, the method of choice is usually
microemulsion [27] and miniemulsion polymerisation [9, 28]. Here,
the size of the resulting NPs can be achieved directly during the
polymerisation of the monomers with the amount of surfactant used
[9, 29]. It makes commercial plastic nanoparticle production possible.
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Unfortunately, this method is not applicable to all kinds of polymers,
because the monomer needs to be emulsified.

2.1.2 Colloidal Stability

Thermodynamic stability is a central consideration when looking at
nanoparticle dispersions. Mostly, these dispersions are kinetically sta-
ble. Usually, there are relatively long-range attractive forces that act
on the particles and would lead to a collapse of the dispersion. There
are two ways to colloidally stabilise nanoparticles and prevent aggre-
gation. Very often surfactants are attached to the particle surface to
sterically stabilise the particles and prevent the contact of two parti-
cles with a protective film, which is hard to penetrate. This method
offers long-term stability for NPs. The surface molecules influence the
interaction with the environment. Another possibility is electrostatic
stabilisation. The electrostatic stabilisation is described by the DLVO
(derjaguin-landau-verwey-overbeek) theory and it combines
different repulsive and attractive forces in the colloidal system. It
applies to colloidal systems, where the particles have a surface charge,
that is compensated by counter ions diffusely surrounding the particle
surface. The surface charge and the diffusely distributed counter ions
are called electrochemical double layer. There are different models that
describe the electrochemical double layer at an interface. The stern

model combines the helmholtz and the gouy-chapman model.
Negatively charged, solvated ions accumulate on the positively

charged solid surface. The center of these solvated anions is called
the outer Helmholtz plane. The Helmholtz model does not take into
account thermal motion. After the outer Helmholtz plane, the ions are
more widely distributed. The counterion (i.e. anions) predominates
in contrast to the cations. At some point, the concentration of anions
and cations is the same again and the diffuse double layer after the
Gouy-Chapman model is finished. The Gouy-Chapman model takes
into account the thermal motion but does not sufficiently consider
the rigid plane at the interface. The course of the potential in the
described system can be seen in Figure 2.1 on the right side. The
potential of the positively charged material φsolid is constant over the
full width of the solid. At the surface, it decreases linearly until the
outer Helmholtz plane is reached. After the Helmholtz plane, the
potential decreases exponentially over the width of the diffuse double
layer, until eventually, the potential of the solution (φsolvent) is reached.
The potential at the end of the diffuse double layer is also called ζ

potential and is a measure of the surface charge. This double layer
is always present in the interface in a two-phase system with a fluid
continuous phase. Because of the high surface area of colloids, the
double layer is very important to determine the characteristics of a
dispersion. While there are the attractive van der Waals forces, there
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Figure 2.1: Left: Schematic structure of the electrochemical double layer at the
interface of a positively charged surface in a polar solvent. Nega-
tively charged counterions are present on the surface. The centre
of this layer of counterions is also called the outer Helmholtz
plane. Behind this Helmholtz plane, the counterions are less con-
centrated until the charges are finally balanced. Right: Graph
with the potential curve along the double layer. The potential is
constant in the solid and decreases with an increasing distance
to the surface. Eventually, the potential of the pure solvent is
reached. Figures adapted from [30].

are also the repulsive interactions coming from the double layer in
a colloidal system. The potential for all interactions, therefore, is the
sum of attractive and repulsive potential energies. When the double
layer is thin (considerably smaller than the size of the particle), the
total potential energies form a curve similar to the graph in Figure 2.2.

There is a local minimum at larger distances, where the dispersion
is temporarily unstable. This is called agglomeration, which results
in flocculation or sedimentation of the agglomerates. In this state,
the system can be brought back into a stable state by agitation. A
dispersion is usually stable when the local maximum is big enough so
that it forms a barrier against the agglomeration minimum. The total
balance of the potential energies is unique for every colloidal system.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic curve of the potential energies V as a function of the
distance d of particles in a colloidal system due to the different
attractive (negative V) and repulsive (positive V) forces in the
system. The energy barrier (local maximum) keeps a colloidal
system stable. For lower inter-particle distances a minimum is
reached and the particles can agglomerate. This curve is unique
for every colloidal system. Figure adapted from [30].
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2.2 polymers

In the 19
th and the beginning of the 20

th century, alternatives for the
natural products ivory, rubber, etc. were highly sought after. The two
world wars accelerated the development. This led to extensive research
in finding artificial replacements. The first completely synthetic plastic
was the product of the polycondensation of phenol and formaldehyde,
which was called after its inventor. Baekelite was patented in 1907 and
was only the start of fully-synthetic polymers. Its properties were
suitable for several purposes. As an insulating material, it was used
in electronic devices such as telephones etc. and helped to favour the
electrification [2].

Firstly, the technically interesting properties of these materials were
used without further knowledge of the reason for them. The possi-
bilities for determining the structure of molecules were limited in
these times. Polymers are macromolecules, that consist of one or more
repeating units, called monomers. The term polymer is composed of
the ancient Greek words poly and meros and means many parts. The
term polymer covers synthetic as well as natural macromolecules (e. g.
proteins and DNA). On the other hand, plastic is a type of polymer,
that is completely man-made. The term plastic comes from the Greek
word plastikos which means capable of being moulded and describes
very well, what turns a polymer into plastic. To achieve this property,
plasticisers and sometimes other additives such as dyes and stabilisers
are added to most synthetic polymers. Because the polymers studied
in micro- and nanoplastics research are almost exclusively processed
plastic, the term plastic is used here.

Nonetheless, the benefits of these plastics made the production very
interesting for a broad range of applications. The areas of application
for plastic seem limitless, as there is also a suitable polymer (or combi-
nation) for most applications. Besides food packaging [31], building
materials [32], adhesives [33], fabrics [34], agriculture [35] there are
also several medical applications. The most popular medical used
polymers are found in dental composite resins [36] but also artificial
joint implants are made of polymers [37].

The versatile use of polymers in the industry led to the exponential
growth of polymer production. Global polymer resin production in-
creased from yearly 2 million metric tons in 1950 to 381 million metric
tons in 2015 [5]. The global economic crises in the 1970s and late 2000s
held up the growth only briefly. At the same time, more than half of
the polymers produced are polyolefins.[5] Polyolefins are polymers
that are manufactured by chain polymerization of alkenes, i. e. ethene,
propene, but-1-ene and 2-methylprop-1-ene (isobutene). In this group
of polymers, polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE) are the most
commonly used. Due to the different properties, PE is often distin-
guished between low-density (LDPE) and high-density PE (HDPE).
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Polyolefins are highly used as packaging material [5]. One reason is
the high chemical resistance of these materials, which leads to low
interaction with the product. Furthermore, they are thermoplastics
and can be easily shaped into convenient packaging forms but also do
not break as easily as glass containers, etc.

Figure 2.3: Share of different polymer types in polymer production from
2002 to 2014 [5]. PP, HDPE, LDPE, and LLDPE sum up to more
than 50% of the total polymers produced.

Plastic packaging is very often trashed after a single use and has
only a short-termed life. A mean life span of 6 months is assumed for
plastic packaging [5]. For many years, plastic litter was disposed of in
landfills. With the size of landfills and their number rising, the need
for plastic recycling and involving the product manufacturers in this
process led to the introduction of the dual system, identifiable with
the Grüner Punkt for consumers, in 1990 in Germany [38].

Since then, different national and international initiatives started
to prevent the dumping the plastic litter in landfills and started to
recycle the material. Nonetheless, is the amount of plastics recycled
still very low, and effective waste management is not established in
every part of the world. Therefore, a lot of plastic litter still enters the
environment today. Most people are aware of these facts nowadays,
and organisations, that want to mitigate the plastic waste in the en-
vironment or focus on retrieving the plastic that already entered the
environment, e. g. The Plastic Soup [39] and The Ocean Cleanup [40]
were founded.

Since many consumers and producers do not want to miss the
advantages of plastic, products made of bioplastics are increasingly
being offered, which are also intended to reduce the bad conscience
when buying plastic products. The term bioplastic is not defined
consistently. It can be plastic made from renewable raw materials (bio-
based) or simply plastic that degrades much faster than conventional
plastic (bio-degradable) [41, 42]. Since this degradation of the bioplastic
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also results in the creation of micro- and nanoplastics, these do not
necessarily count as a better alternative to conventional plastic. There
are also some bioplastics, that are bio-based as well as bio-degradable,
but the competition for raw materials with food production makes
large-scale production ethically debatable. In addition, strict hygiene
regulations apply to food packaging, which makes the use of recyclates
and some bioplastics more difficult [43]. Therefore conventional plastic
is still used very often in this area.

2.2.1 Formation of micro- and nanoplastics

Micro and nanoplastics (MNPs) are small plastic fragments. Microplas-
tics are usually defined as pieces of plastic between 1 and 1000 µm in
size, with earlier classifications setting the upper size limit at 5 mm.
Nanoplastics, on the other hand, are particles that have a size of 1-
1000 nm [44–46]. This limit differs from that of NPs, which only go up
to 100 nm.

MNPs enter the environment due to two main reasons. Directly
emitted plastic particles are called primary MNPs [47, 48] and can
be fibres of washed clothes or can be found in cosmetics or modern
sports fields. The other way of MNP emission is the breakdown of
larger plastic debris. The MNPs that were formed by this degradation
are called secondary MNPs [48, 49]. The breakdown of plastic particles
can be divided into three main types:

1. mechanical degradation

2. chemical degradation

3. biological degradation

Mechanical degradation

The main mechanical stress, that leads to the formation of MNPs is
abrasion [50]. Abrasion can occur when plastic particles are rubbed
against natural items, i. e. sediment grains, shells, wood debris, stones,
and rocks. Besides the abrasion on natural items, there are also man-
made items, that contribute to abrasion through their contact with
plastic. These objects are mainly vehicles or boats, and buildings. But
the interparticular abrasion between two plastic particles or larger
plastic debris can also take place. Additionally to the abrasion, temper-
ature changes as well as the change between wet and dry periods also
lead to degradation. When these mechanical degradation processes
occur over a long period of time, the resulting plastic particles usually
have a nearly-spherical shape, similar to the sediment particles [50,
51].
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Chemical degradation

The chemical degradation depends very much on the chemical struc-
ture of the polymers and on potential additives. A main factor is UV
radiation exposure (photodegradation) [52]. For polyolefins, PS and
PVC, additives and impurities are helpful to break the C-C bonds [50].
PET, on the other hand, is already sensitive to photooxidation but
can also hydrolyse in the absence of UV radiation (e.g. at the bottom
of the sea) [53]. In polyolefins, besides photodegradation, thermal
degradation can also break C-H bonds or eliminate side groups if the
thermal energy is sufficient [52]. This creates free radicals that can
react with oxygen and lead to chain breakage and crosslinking. Due to
degradation, the polymer is more brittle, making it more susceptible
to mechanical degradation [50, 52].

Biological degradation

For the microbial degradation of plastic debris, the presence of water
is essential [50]. When in contact with water, a conditioning film of
dissolved organic matter can form on the surface of the particle [54,
55]. The conditioning film of biomolecules, as well as cracks and
indentations of the surface caused by the other types of degradation,
offer the possibility for colonisation of the plastic surface by microbial
communities. This is also called plastisphere [56]. The next step in
microbial degradation is bio-fragmentation, which is performed by
exoenzymes to break the polymer chains into oligomers. If the plastic
debris is small enough to penetrate the tissue, the particles can serve
as a carbon and energy source for microorganisms. This is called
assimilation [57]. The microorganisms turn the solid plastic into carbon
dioxide, water, and methane, which is called mineralisation [57, 58].
The biofilm on the surface of a plastic particle can also interact with
the other types of degradation since the microorganisms can form
protection against mechanical abrasion and also change the density
and therefore lead to sinking in the water column [50, 54]. There are
reported microorganisms that can degrade polyolefins [59–61].

The processes, that generate microplastic can also result in nanoplas-
tic. Because of the similar formation processes when it comes to sec-
ondary MNPs, the research topics in micro and nanoplastic research
usually overlap. Due to the much smaller size of nanoplastics, the
properties and potential environmental and toxicological effects are
different. Bacteria and other small microorganisms are very often
larger than the nanoplastic particle and cannot colonise the particle
surface, as they can do with microplastic surfaces.
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2.3 methods

The detection and characterisation methods for environmental nanoplas-
tic samples differ a lot from the methods used to characterise the
potential reference materials. The first part of this method section is
about the methods used to characterise the nanoplastic dispersions
prepared, while the second part deals with a short overview of the
methods used for environmental microplastics and nanoplastics and
where they fail.

2.3.1 Light Scattering

When it comes to nanoplastic detection, dynamic light scattering (DLS)
is a very strong method. It is a non-destructive method and can be
applied in an easy and fast measurement setup. Therefore the DLS
method was selected for the measurements of the reference material
candidates because users can easily check the sample quality with a
DLS instrument prior to the experiments. Light scattering is possible
for dispersed systems with a particle size of less than 10 µm. The
samples must be emulsions (liquid/liquid dispersions) or suspensions
(solid/liquid dispersions). In both cases, the continuous phase of the
sample is a liquid.

While static light scattering (SLS) is used to determine the molar
mass of a dissolved polymer, dynamic light scattering detects the
time-resolved diffusion of a particle in a dispersion. Diffusion, or
more precisely the diffusion coefficient, is related to the hydrodynamic
radius of a spherical particle via the stokes-einstein equation
written as

D =
kBT

6πηRh
(2.1)

where the diffusion coefficient is D, the Boltzmann constant is kB,
the absolute temperature is T, the dynamic viscosity is η, and the
hydrodynamic radius is Rh.

In light scattering experiments, particles are irradiated with a laser
beam, resulting in elastic scattering of light. This is normally detected
at different angles. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the setup of a light
scattering system.

The laser light hits the sample and gets scattered. The difference
between the vectors of the incident light k⃗0 and the scattered light
k⃗ at the scattering angle 2θ, is the scattering vector q⃗ = k⃗ − k⃗0. The
modulus of q⃗ is defined as

q =
4πn

λ
sin θ (2.2)

where the refractive index is n, the wavelength of the incident laser
is λ, and half the scattering angle is θ. In a standard DLS instrument,
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Figure 2.4: Schematic setup of a light scattering instrument. The laser light
gets scattered at a sample. The scattered light is detected at
different angles (here θ1, θ2, and θ3). The scattering vector q⃗ is the
difference between the transmitted light k⃗0 and the scattered light
k⃗.

the detection usually takes place at a perpendicular (90
◦) or at a

backward (173
◦-175

◦) scattering direction. Particle diffusion based on
Brownian motion takes place on a nanosecond to millisecond scale.
For these time intervals, the normalised autocorrelation functions are
calculated according to

g2(τ) =
⟨I(t)I(t + τ)⟩

⟨I(t)⟩2 (2.3)

where the scattering intensity at time t is I(t) and delay time is τ. For
small τ the maximum of g2(τ) = 2 and the minimum for larger τ is
g2(t) = 1. Therefore the reduced autocorrelation function g2 − 1 is
usually used. Besides the intensity autocorrelation function g2 there
is also the field correlation function g1(τ). Both are connected via the
siegert relation, which is defined as

g2(τ) = 1 + β |g1(τ)|2 (2.4)

where β is a factor representing the experimental geometry. The most
common analysing method for the DLS experiment is the cumulant
method. For this, the autocorrelation function is approximated as

g1(τ) = exp (−Γ̄τ)
(

1 +
µ2

2!
τ2 − µ3

3!
τ3 + . . .

)
(2.5)

where the average decay rate is Γ̄ as the first cumulant, the second
and the third cumulants µ2, and µ3 [62]. With the first cumulant Γ̄ the
hydrodynamic radius Rh can be determined via

Γ̄ = q2 D (2.6)

Rh =
kBTq2

6πηΓ̄
(2.7)
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µ2 and µ3 can be used to determine the polydispersity of the sam-
ple. For samples with a rather low dispersity, the use of the second
cumulant only can be more precise. Therefore, the Equation 2.5 was
shortened for the analysis of multi-angle light scattering (MALS) ex-
periments, following the suggestion of Frisken [62] to obtain better
fitting results.

g2(τ)− 1 = B + β exp (−2Γ̄τ)
(

1 +
µ2

2!
τ2
)2

(2.8)

With the baseline B. The term B different than zero can be helpful
because, in the experimental setup, the minimum values of g2(τ)− 1
can slightly differ from zero. In general, the cumulant method leads
to more stable results concerning possible background noise, etc. than
other analysis methods (e.g. CONTIN algorithm [63]) and is very often
the standard analysis in DLS instruments’ software.

Particle Concentration via DLS

The latest MALS instruments and software make it possible to cal-
culate the particle concentration in a dispersion. This is also a very
helpful tool to determine the concentration of the prepared nanoplas-
tic samples because other methods often fail. For this method, the
detected count rate (Itotal − Isolvent) at different scattering angles θ is
analysed because every particle size class contributes to the scattering
of the complete sample. The usual result of the analysis is the particle
size distribution (intensity-weighted) x(d). It is related to the particle
concentration distribution ρ(d) via [64]

ρ(d) =
(Itotal − Isolvent)x(d)Rtoluene

Itoluene
dCscattering

dΩ (d, θ)
(2.9)

The quotient dCscattering
dΩ (d, θ) is the differential scattering cross section

and depends on the size d and the scattering direction θ. It can be
calculated using the Mie theory with the properties of the scattering
material, the continuous phase, and the experimental setup. To elimi-
nate factors, that come from the instrument’s setup etc, the reference
solution of toluene is measured (Itoluene as the count rate of pure
toluene) and the Rayleigh ratio of toluene Rtoluene is used, which is
known in the literature. The quotient of both equals a factor that nor-
malises the measured count rate. Since several terms in Equation 2.9
are size-dependent, the particle size should be determined as precisely
as possible to reduce errors and their propagation.

To calculate the number concentration of particles in the dispersion,
it is necessary to measure the scattering at more than one scattering
angle. The Mie scattering of larger particles (> λ/10), which has to
be taken into account for the particle concentration distribution, is
dependent on the scattering angle [65]. A basic single-angle instrument,
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therefore, fails to give sufficient data to provide information on the
concentration.

2.3.2 Zeta Potential

The zeta potential (ζ) is also called electrokinetic potential. By means of
electrophoretic light scattering (ELS), it can often be determined with
the same instrument as DLS. The zeta potential determination deals
with the surface properties of the dispersed particles and provides
information about the stability of a dispersion. To achieve long-term
stability, the surface of particles is often modified by chemical or physi-
cal processes. The best-known method is the addition of surfactants or
polyelectrolytes to a dispersion to improve stability. In addition, due to
their nature, particles can show a repulsive electrostatic interaction in
the dispersion medium. This is the case for the prepared nanoplastic
particles in this work. The determination of the zeta potential bases on
the principles of colloidal stability, already discussed in Section 2.1.2.

The most commonly used method for the experimental determi-
nation of the zeta potential is electrophoresis. With the help of this
method, dispersed particles of a size of 1 nm - 20 µm can be measured
in a liquid medium. For this purpose, the speed with which the parti-
cles move when an electric field is applied is measured. One potential
method for the calculation of the zeta potential is the one introduced
by smoluchowski, which is defined as

ζ =
νep

E
· η

εfε0
(2.10)

where the electrophoretic velocity is νep, the electric field strength is E,
the dynamic viscosity of the medium is η, the dielectric constant of
the medium is εf and the permittivity in vacuum is ε0.

This equation applies only to particles that are not conductive and
have a rather thin double layer κR >> 1, with the debye-hückel

parameter κ.
For conductive particles and a thicker double layer (κR < 1), the

equation was modified by hückel as

ζ =
νep

E
· 3η

2εfε0
(2.11)

Equation 2.10 is usually used when working with aqueous dispersions,
as the double layer is usually thin here. For non-aqueous dispersions,
however, the hückel Equation 2.11 is more appropriate theoretically.
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2.3.3 MNPs detection methods

So far, detection methods for plastic particles in the environment
mainly refer to microplastic particles. This is the case because these
particles are much easier to detect due to their size. Microplastics are
for the most part - in contrast to nanoplastics - observable to the human
eye. What began with microplastic particles is now intended with
successively smaller particles as well. This is significantly more difficult
due to their smaller size and the general chemical composition of
plastics. Because many methods overlap the field of microplastics and
nanoplastics, this section briefly presents methods that are used for
microplastic samples and to what extent they can also be transferred
to nanoplastics. Because of the degradation mechanisms presented in
Section 2.2.1 it can be assumed that nanoplastics are also present in
the environment in addition to microplastics that have already been
detected. There are MNPs in nearly every environmental matrix [6, 66,
67]. They are sampled in water, soil, air, and biota.

In general, the sampling method depends on the research question
that is to be observed. In the field of microplastic sampling in wa-
ters, net sampling techniques are the predominant methods. These
nets come in various setups and mesh sizes (mostly 50 - 500 µm).
Therefore, only rather large plastic debris is collected. Smaller marine
biota and water are usually excluded by this sampling method. Other
material, that is not plastic (e. g. shell debris) is still collected together
with microplastic. The different setups make vertical and horizontal
sampling possible. The nets are linked to a flowmeter to estimate the
water volume that flowed through the net. The net sampling does not
work for nanoplastics. The main point is the mesh size which cannot
be decreased to such an extent, that nanoplastics can be sampled effi-
ciently without the water. Therefore, nanoplastic is usually sampled
in bulk. This means a bottle, bucket, etc. is used to sample water from
the surface or the water column. Nonetheless, the sampled volume is
rather low and all kinds of small marine biota are still present in the
sample and need separation. The bulk sampling methods for water
can also be transferred to sedimental or snow matrices, while here
the separation between sediment and plastic samples is even more
elaborate.

Atmospheric MNPs can be sampled actively or passively. While ac-
tive sampling includes the collection of dust in a room or the pumping
of air through an adequate filtering system, passive sampling can be
achieved with adhesive pads or a funnel that directs settling MNPs
into a bottle, where they are collected. Finally, samples of marine biota
are collected with nets or by purchasing them from local fishermen,
etc. A more detailed overview of the different sampling methods, their
advantages, and disadvantages as well as limitations are given in the
review by Lai et al. [68].
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After satisfactory sampling, the plastic needs to be extracted from
the matrices. There are different procedures to separate plastic and
other solid contents in the matrix. They usually include sieving/filtra-
tion, centrifugation/flotation, and purification via chemical treatment.
Chemical treatment typically means the use of oxidants, enzymes, and
strong acids or bases. Normally, a combination of all these chemical
purification steps is combined. The executor has to be aware of the
possible impacts on the plastic sample material, which these treat-
ments can have. Until now, there is no standard way of processing
environmental MNPs samples, because the matrices and the research
objectives vary and may affect the treatment needed. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) proposed a standard
microplastic sample treatment procedure for water and sediment ma-
trices [69] and there are proposals for a standard procedure for MNPs
samples from animal tissue [70].

When the extraction of the MNPs was successful, the samples are
ready for characterisation. There are non-destructive and destruc-
tive characterisation methods. Microscopy and its variations are non-
destructive methods. The variations used for MNPs samples are elec-
tron microscopy (mostly scanning electron microscopy (SEM)), Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR), and Raman microscopy. For larger MNPs
normal light microscopy can be performed but is limited to the rather
poor resolution of visible light for very small structures (Abbe diffrac-
tion limit). With the microscopic methods, the particle size, morphol-
ogy, and with the help of vibrational (FTIR and Raman) microscopy
the polymer type can be determined. The combination of spectroscopy
and microscopy simultaneously provides information about the chem-
ical structure of the particles (spectroscopy) and spatially resolved
information about the particles, as well as their size (microscopy). The
lower detection limit for MNPs in FTIR microscopy is 10 µm and ca.
1 µm in Raman microscopy [71]. Limitations in Raman microscopy
result from the lower excitation laser energy (i. e. higher wavelengths)
which prevents fluorescence but reduces the sample’s signal [71].
Therefore microscopic methods mostly fail to identify nanoplastics.
Only electron microscopic identification is possible for nanoplastics
lower than 1 µm and was also used in this work.

Destructive methods usually involve the initial thermal decomposi-
tion of the samples and subsequent characterisation of the decomposi-
tion products. The methods to choose between are pyrolysis coupled
with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (Py-GC-MS) [72, 73] and
thermal extraction desorption gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
(TED-GC-MS) [74–76]. These methods identify the polymer type of
the MNPs as well as their amount. They fail to give the exact size and
shape of the particle. An advantage is the lower detection threshold,
which also forgives an incomplete sample extraction.
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The DLS method, described in Section 2.3.1 is not suitable for the
detection of environmental nanoplastics. The DLS is very sensitive
to small amounts of impurities. A single dust particle can interfere
with the scattering of the plastic particles. Also, a large dispersity in
particle size, which has to be expected in environmental samples, can
complicate the analysis of the DLS results.

All things considered, the detection of environmental nanoplastics
remains rather difficult. One limitation is the restricted detection
methods that are useful for nanoplastics. The other limitation is the
very low concentration of nanoplastics in the environment.

Besides physical limitations, most nanoplastic detection methods
are only tested with nanoplastic particles that can be purchased and
usually are not made for this specific use. Mostly, they are PS or
PMMA nanospheres which are easier to produce but are not necessar-
ily similar to those found in the environment. Therefore it makes sense
to test detection methods for nanoplastics with nanoplastics reference
materials that are as close to the environmental MNPs as possible.



3
R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

The first part (Section 3.1) covers the preparation of nanoplastic disper-
sions made of polyolefins, PP and PE. Eventually, they are dispersed in
water. The preparation follows a top-down method from the pristine
plastic pellets or powder and was used to prepare a reference material
candidate. Also, possibilities to stain the particles with precious metals
for better detectability, especially in organic matrices will be discussed.
The second part (Section 3.2) will focus on the preparation of nanoplas-
tics, which are made of one of the most common biopolymers PLA.
In contrast to the poorly soluble polyolefins, the PLA nanoparticles
are prepared in a bottom-up strategy. Here, the possibility to stain the
particles with gold as well is discussed.

3.1 polyolefin nanoplastics

As discussed in Section 2.2, the polyolefins PP and the different types
of PE take a huge part in the polymers produced worldwide every year.
So far, there are no polyolefin nanoparticles available for researchers
to use in their experiments. The first groups introduced ways of
preparing nanoplastics made of polyolefins, but often the preparation
is rather complicated [77, 78]. Besides the preparation, the stability
(i. e. Zeta potential) needs to be lower −20 mV to be able to store the
samples over a longer period of time, making it necessary to freshly
prepare the samples every time. This is also not feasible for every
research group working with MNPs and makes the comparability of
results obtained with different batches and in different laboratories
more difficult. Therefore, the preparation method was adapted and
improved to have a nanoplastic dispersion, that can be prepared
under simple conditions and show very similar results even with
many batches. A large number of batches that are available for MNPs
research can enhance the comparability of tests carried out at different
institutes but can also test and calibrate the detection methods used
for nanoplastic detection and characterisation methods [7].

3.1.1 Preparation conditions

Commercially available PP and PE were used to prepare the nanoplas-
tics. Here, different polymers can be used.In the preparation pro-
cess of the reference material candidates, PP pellets with a molar
mass of M̄n = 5 000 g mol−1 and PE powder with a molar mass of
M̄n = 1 700 g mol−1 were used.

21
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In an adaption of the preparation of PS and PE nanoplastics in-
troduced by Ekvall et al. [77, 79], the polyolefin nanoplastics were
prepared with mechanical stress applied to the polymer pellets using
an Ultra-Turrax® disperser. Here, the tool (S 18 N - 19 G) is mostly
made of stainless steel (AISI 316L grade) and PTFE [80], reducing the
possibility of plastic contamination from the tool to a minimum. Other
changes in the preparations were made to obtain more stable poly-
olefin nanoplastics dispersions in water, such as the use of acetone for
the mechanical stress step and the use of purified water as a solvent
after solvent exchange. In the preparation, different masses of polymer
and processing times, as well as dispersant volumes, were tested to
find the most suitable setup for the reference material candidates.
They will be discussed in the following. The polymer mass given here
is the mass of the starting material. Not all macroscopic polymer was
converted into nanoparticles, but there were also microscopic particles
left, that were separated via simple filtration with a folded filter. All
preparations were performed with PP pellets and the most promising
conditions were applied to the preparation with PE powder.

Table 3.1: Overview of the resulting hydrodynamic diameter of nanoPP dis-
persions determined via DLS for different preparation conditions,
comparing different processing times, polymer masses, and disper-
sant volumes.

Time 5 min 10 min

Dh (nm) 146 ± 5 108 ± 3

other parameters polymer mass: 2 g dispersant volume: 115 mL

Polymer mass 2 g 6 g

Dh (nm) 108 ± 3 128 ± 5

other parameters time: 10 min dispersant volume: 115 mL

Dispersant volume 115 mL 345 mL

Dh (nm) 128 ± 5 133 ± 4

cPP (µg mL−1) 26.8 ± 4.6 6.8 ± 1.4

other parameters polymer mass: 6 g time: 10 min

Table 3.1 shows, that for a constant amount of polymer pellets (2 g)
present in the same dispersant volume (115 mL) a longer processing
time of 10 min leads to smaller particles. The hydrodynamic diameter
decreases from (146 ± 5) nm when the polymer debris is processed
for 5 min to a size of (108 ± 3) nm when the time is extended to
10 min. This seems to indicate, that a longer processing time leads
to more mechanical stress for each polymer particle and eventually
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smaller particles, which is reasonable. The processing time was not
further increased than 10 min due to the heating of the disperser
from processing the polymer pellets. Another factor to consider is the
amount of polymer, that is used in every batch. As a next step, the
mass of the polymer was increased from 2 g to 6 g to see the effect on
the resulting particle diameters.

When having a constant processing time and volume, a lower poly-
mer mass of 2 g leads to smaller particles with a size of (108 ± 3) nm
than the threefold mass of 6 g which results in particles with a size
of (128 ± 5) nm. This can have two reasons. Firstly, when having
fewer polymer particles present, each particle is processed with the
disperser more thoroughly and the mechanical stress each particle is
exposed to is higher compared to the higher polymer mass. Secondly,
the concentration of the resulting particles probably depends on the
concentration of the starting material. A higher concentration could
decrease the stability of the dispersion and lead to an agglomeration
of particles since no stabilising surfactant is present.
Because of this, the dispersant volume for the preparation with 6 g
was increased to lead to an equivalent concentration as the 2 g prepa-
ration before. With a volume of 345 mL, the hydrodynamic diameter
increased from (128 ± 5) nm to (133 ± 4) nm. When looking at
the diameters including their errors, the sizes for different dispersant
volumes do not differ significantly. Therefore, the concentration of the
resulting dispersion does not influence the particle size, and a larger
particle size comes more likely from the reduced mechanical stress,
each polymer particle faces due to a higher amount of polymer. The
time of applying the mechanical stress was not extended threefold,
due to the reason mentioned above.

Nonetheless, the concentration of the nanoparticles changes in the
dispersion, when higher polymer masses are used. Besides the differ-
ence between a concentration of (26.8 ± 4.6) µg mL−1 for a dispersant
volume of 115 mL and a concentration of (6.8 ± 1.4) µg mL−1 for
a volume of 345 mL, there is also a visible difference between the
two dispersion in their turbidity. Because for possible applications, a
higher concentration is more useful, the reference material candidates
were produced with the conditions given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Overview of the preparation conditions used for the reference
material candidates made of PP and PE.

Polymer mass Processing time Dispersant volume

6 g 10 min 115 mL

These conditions that were found to result in the most suitable
dispersions were also applied to the preparation of PE nanoplastics.
Nonetheless, the resulting dispersion was different from the results
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obtained for PP. The nanoPE dispersion was more turbid than the
nanoPP dispersion, indicating a higher particle concentration or a
larger particle size or both. The dispersions of nanoPP and nanoPE
are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Photograph of the dispersions of nanoPE (left vial) and nanoPP
(right vial) prepared under the conditions given in Table 3.2.
The dispersion of the nanoPE particles is more turbid than the
dispersion of nanoPP, which is due to the higher concentration
and aggregates formed.

For the first experiments with a polymer mass of 2 g, a dispersant
volume of 115 mL, and a processing time of 5 min, the resulting
diameters for the nanoparticles were smaller for PE than for PP. At the
same time, the concentration of the nanoPE particles is higher than the
concentration of the nanoPP in dispersion. The concentration of the
nanoPP dispersion was determined for a processing time of 10 min,
therefore the concentration of nanoPP that was processed for only
5 min is presumably lower than (19.6 ± 3.3) µg mL−1.

Table 3.3: Results of nanoparticle preparation with 2 g polymer, 5 min pro-
cessing and 115 mL dispersant volumes for PP and PE. The hydro-
dynamic diameter of the resulting particles was determined via
DLS and the particle concentration was determined gravimetrically.
The concentration of the nanoPP dispersion was determined after
a processing time of 10 min.

Polymer type PP PE

Dh (nm) 146 ± 5 126 ± 6

cPolymer (µg mL−1) 19.6 ± 3.3 31.7 ± 5.4

polymer mass: 2 g time: 5 min dispersant volume: 115 mL
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The higher concentration at similar preparation conditions for PE
led to an issue when scaling up the concentration for reference ma-
terial candidate production. Here, the concentration of the nanoPE
dispersion is ca. double the concentration of the nanoPP dispersion.
The higher concentration affected the stability of the dispersion and
probably led to larger particles due to aggregation and decreased
colloidal stability as will be discussed in the following sections.

To ensure that only the size of the debris changes during nanoplastic
preparation, but not the structure of the polymer, the molar mass of
the polymers was determined before and after the application of
mechanical stress using gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The
results of the GPC experiments for PP and PE are given in Table 3.4.
The data show that the molar mass does not change significantly in
the process of mechanical stress. A slight change can be seen for the
PE, but since the molar masses become larger here after processing
and the dispersity does not change, it can be assumed that these are
measurement inaccuracies due to the low molar mass. The dispersity
of PP seems to change significantly with the process of mechanical
stress, but this is only the reason because of the propagation of the
slight change in the number-weighted mean molar mass, which leads
to such a big difference in dispersity and therefore is negligible. With
these results, it is demonstrated that in the developed preparation
method of polyolefin nanoplastics, only the size of the particles but
not their molar mass differs from that of the starting material.

Table 3.4: Number (M̄n) and mass-weighted (M̄w) mean molar masses of PP
and PE and dispersity index Ð determined with GPC. For each
sample, the molar mass was determined twice and the mean was
calculated. The dispersity index was calculated from the quotient
Ð = M̄w

M̄n
.

Sample M̄n (g·mol−1) M̄w (g·mol−1) Ð

pristine PP 1.1 · 104 3.6 · 104 3.3

processed PP 1.2 · 104 3.6 · 104 2.9

pristine PE 3.8 · 103 9.0 · 103 2.3

processed PE 4.0 · 103 9.2 · 103 2.3

The nanoplastic prepared under the conditions described in this
section has a rather low molar mass. This molar mass was chosen,
because it also represents the nanoplastic, that is not only mechanically
degraded to nm scale in the environment but also faced chain scission,
etc. (see Section 2.2.1) and is, therefore, a good representative for
nanoplastic formed and found in the environment. However, the
preparation was also performed with PP pellets with a higher molar
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mass of M̄n = 67 000 g mol−1. This preparation led to similar results,
which are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Cumulative frequency of the intensity of DLS measurements
performed for two dispersions of nanoPP with different molar
masses. M̄n = 5000 g mol−1 (grey line) shows a single sharp
distribution while the results for M̄n = 67000 g mol−1 (blue line)
show a broader distribution with an additional population at
larger particles sizes in the micrometre range.

Both measurements were performed with an unfiltered sample. That
is the reason for the population with a size of ca. 2 µm for the nanoPP
dispersion with a higher molar mass (blue line). The sample with a
higher molar mass also shows a broader distribution than the nanoPP
dispersion with a lower molar mass (grey line). The main distribution
starts at ca. 40 nm up to 500 nm. Both samples have in common that the
sum of all intensities of the particles smaller than 150 nm is the same
as the intensities of all particles larger than 150 nm. Because the light
scattering intensity depends on the size (i. e. radius r) of the scattering
object with I ∝ r6. This leads to a much higher scattering intensity for
larger particles, in comparison to their number concentration present
in the sample. Therefore the 2 µm population represents a rather low
number concentration in comparison to the smaller particles present in
the sample. All in all, the experiment shows that nanoplastic particles
are also produced with a higher molar mass. The width of the size
distribution differs from that of the particles with lower molar mass,
but the preparation conditions were not adapted to the other starting
material and could still be improved. This means, that the preparation
method presented here can serve as a model for the production of
nanoplastic dispersions from polyolefins. Depending on the desired
property of the product, the preparation can be customised.

3.1.2 Colloidal Stability

The dispersions are stable without further stabilising surfactants as
mentioned before. This is a surprising fact, considering the sole pres-
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ence of polyolefin particles in water. Because no sterical stabilisation is
expected for the particles, they have to be electrostatically stabilised to
result in a colloidally stable dispersion. To investigate this assumption
further, the zeta potential of the dispersions was examined. This is
possible as electrophoretic light scattering in combination with dy-
namic light scattering on some instruments and with suitable cuvettes.
The zeta potential of the dispersion turned out to be strongly negative.
To be sufficiently stabilised in a sole electrostatic way, a minimum
of ± 30 mV is required [81]. This indicates, that the dispersions of
nanoplastic in purified water can be stable for a certain period. Pre-
vious work on the ζ potential of hydrophobic fluids in an aqueous
environment showed, that the ζ potential here is negative in contrast
to the expectation [82]. The reason they give for this negative zeta po-
tential, is the adsorption of hydroxide ions on the hydrophobic surface
[82, 83]. It has also been investigated for the interface of a Teflon or
polypropylene film in water [84]. Investigating the ζ potential of the
aqueous dispersions at different pH values, the ζ potential changes
and shows a sigmoidal dependence. This is the case for both polymer
types, which is shown in Figure 3.3. The sigmoidal fit follows

ζ =
ζsK

c(H3O+)n + K
=

ζsK
10−npH+K (3.1)

where ζs is the maximum ζ potential at the highest pH values, K is
the acid-base equilibrium constant and n an exponent. The function
was extrapolated to lower pH values, resulting in ζ potentials of 0
mV. When the measured ζ potential approaches values close to 0 mV,
the colloidal stability of the dispersion fails and positive ζ potentials
are not detectable with the applied method ELS in this case. The
results for the application of Equation 3.1 for the nanoPP and nano
PE dispersions are given in Table 3.5 and are shown in Figure 3.3.

Table 3.5: Parameters of the fit function Equation 3.1 for the zeta potential of
nanoplastic dispersions measured at different pH values.

ζs (mV) K n

nanoPP −32.5 ± 0.9 (9.9 ± 9.8) · 10−6 1.3 ± 0.1

nanoPE −43.8 ± 1.3 (4.7 ± 1.5) · 10−3 0.5 ± 0.04

The red dashed lines in Figure 3.3 represent the point of half titration.
As well as the ζ potential of saturation ζs the point of the half titration
is similar for both dispersions.
The nanoplastic dispersions were prepared with purified water to
study their behaviour without the influence of possible contaminants
in the dispersion medium. Even though, the purified water favours
the extended colloidal stability of the dispersion and makes them
therefore suitable as reference materials, nanoplastics in nature do
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Figure 3.3: ζ potential at different pH values and sigmoidal fit. Left: Titration
of a nanoPP dispersion towards lower pH with hydrochloric acid.
Right: Titration of a nanoPE dispersion towards lower pH with
hydrochloric acid.

not occur in a purified medium. For this purpose, their stability on a
different medium was investigated. A normal saline solution of 0.9%
NaCl and a saline solution with 0.09% NaCl in water were chosen.
For testing the nanoplastic dispersion was mixed with NaCl to obtain
the right concentration. DLS measurements were started directly after
mixing the pristine particles with NaCl solutions in a volume ratio of
1 to 1. The colloidal stability of the dispersion was observed with a
serial DLS measurement. The results are shown in Figure 3.4.

The experiments show that the hydrodynamic diameter determined
for the nanoPP dispersion increases with time when the dispersant is a
saline solution. Because an increase in the salt present in the dispersion
decreases the stability of the dispersion decreases and eventually larger
particles are formed by aggregation. This is the case for both, nanoPP
(Figure 3.4 top) and nanoPE (Figure 3.4 bottom), but the stability of
the nanoPE decreases faster. Furthermore, the formed structures are
much larger than the particles that were formed for nanoPP, since
the curves for 38 and 47 min do not reach 100% of the cumulative
distribution function (cdf) for the normal saline concentration (a). For
the lower saline concentration (b), the aggregation of particles takes
place to a lower extent, since the cdfs rise more steeply, also for the
later detection times, indicating a higher amount of smaller particles.

The fit applied to the cumulative distributions for monomodal and
bimodal distributions follows

f (Dh) =
n

∑
i=1

ai

n
erf

 log
(

Dh
Dh,i

)
√

2wi

 , (3.2)

with n = 1 for cNaCl = 0.9% and n = 2 for cNaCl = 0.09%. The ai
represents scaling factors, which are a measure of the fraction of parti-
cle population i, respectively and the wi is the width parameter. The
results of the fits are plotted in Figure 3.5. The blue curves represent
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the agglomerated, larger particles, while the black curves represent
the smaller particles, originally prepared.

While for both nanoplastics the diameter of the agglomerated
species increases for the normal saline Figure 3.5(a) environment,
they show a smaller increase and smaller agglomerates for the 0.9%
saline Figure 3.5 (b). While the larger agglomerates form, the size
of the median non-agglomerated particles slightly decreases. The in-
sets of (b) show, the fraction of the larger and smaller particles over
time. While the transformation for nanoPP (top) is nearly complete,
the transformation for nanoPE is ca. 1:1. Nonetheless, the shorter
measurement time for nanoPE has to be taken into account.

3.1.3 Reference material preparation

The aim of the project described in this chapter was to find a way to
prepare reference material candidates made of polyolefins, to enhance
the comparability of different nanoplastic studies. Here, a sufficient
sample volume is needed to be able to perform many comparable
experiments with the same material. To have a sufficient number of
batches, the preparation of the nanoplastic dispersions needs to be
scaled up. A higher dispersant volume, a higher polymer mass, and
a longer processing time were not possible because of the aforemen-
tioned reasons. The nanoplastic preparation was carried out 60 times
under the conditions given in Table 3.2 for each polymer type (i. e. PP
and PE) and an aliquot of the resulting 115 mL batches were anal-
ysed with DLS/ELS. The results were checked for repeatability. All 60
batches contained nanoplastics. The measurands analysed were the
hydrodynamic diameter Dh, the polydispersity index PDI (both mea-
sured at 175◦) and the ζ potential. The mean µ and standard deviation
σ of all 60 samples were determined for each of the three measurands.
A threshold of µ± 2σ was defined for identifying outliers. This is a
compromise between a sample that is as homogeneous as possible
and a sufficiently large sample volume. Figure 3.6 gives the measured
values of diameter, PDI and ζ potential for PP and PE and the accepted
range of µ± 2σ as green area. Every sample with a result beyond the
range of µ± 2σ (reddish area) was excluded from the further reference
material preparation.

After completing the first tests of repeatability, the batches, that lay
in the green range only for all three measurands, were mixed in a big
bottle (V = 5 L). Herein, the dispersion was mixed by swirling the
bottle. Then, 10 mL aliquots of the dispersion were poured into smaller
glass vials, the final reference material batches. This volume was
considered to be an appropriate sample volume for nanoplastic testing.
In total, 481 samples (for nanoPP) and 455 samples (for nanoPE) of
10 mL were obtained. The number for PE is a little lower because more
batches were discarded.
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To make sure, that these reference material candidate batches have
similar characteristics, a sample of 20 samples were randomly chosen
to determine the mean diameter, PDI and ζ potential of all reference
material batches. Besides finding the mean and standard deviations of
all measurands, this testing is also important to check the homogeneity
of all batches. This is important, to make sure that all batches of the
reference material (candidate) have similar characteristics. Here, a
homogeneity study following the ISO guide for reference materials
was performed [86]. The 20 batches were measured on three days with
a different random order for each day to exclude potential trends in the
results that derive from the measurement order only. An exemplary
result of the DLS measurements of the nanoPP and nanoPE reference
material candidates is given in Figure 3.7 as a size distribution. When
filtered for the sample preparation, the DLS measurements result in
only a single peak with a rather small peak width. The maxima for
these samples are at Dh = 167 nm for the nanoPP and Dh = 151 nm for
the nanoPE dispersion. For the nanoPP, the results do not differ much,
for filtering or not filtering the samples with a syringe filter during the
DLS sample preparation. For the nanoPE however, this is not the case.
The results differ if the sample was filtered or not in the measurement
preparation process. A test of homogeneity was performed for the
filtered and the unfiltered reference material candidate, in this case,
to evaluate, if filtering the sample with a syringe filter is necessary
to obtain a comparable homogeneity of the dispersion when used in
experiments.

For the 3× 20 results for each measurand (size, PDI and ζ potential),
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to check if the means
of the three datasets differ significantly. The detailed results can be
found in the appendix (Table A.1 - Table A.9).

Table 3.6: Mean and standard deviation of Dh, PDI, and ζ potential as a
result of the homogeneity studies for nanoPP and nanoPE, when
filtered and not filtered for sample preparation.

nanoPP filtered
nanoPE

unfiltered
nanoPE

Dh (nm) 180.5 ± 5.8 164.5 ± 19.3 344.5 ± 34.6

PDI 0.08 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.06 0.39 ± 0.04

ζ potential (mV) −43.0 ± 2.0 −37.9 ± 2.0 −40.0 ± 4.2

The results in Table 3.6 show, that the mean hydrodynamic diameter
and especially the polydispersity index (PDI) of the nanoPP particles
measured with DLS have only a small standard deviation. The PDI is
below 0.1, which is believed to be highly monodisperse [65]. For the
nanoPE particles, the DLS measurements lead to sizes, that show a
standard deviation that equals ca. 10% of the mean, which is rather
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high. The higher PDIs of the nanoPE dispersion for both sample prepa-
ration methods, support the suggestion, that the higher concentration
of nanoparticles present in the reference material candidate, can lead
to the formation of agglomerates. With a PDI of 0.1 − 0.4 the samples
are both moderately disperse [65]. However, the mean ζ potential of all
three homogeneity studies is strongly negative and ensures the stabil-
ity of the dispersions. The one-way ANOVA tests for all measurands
were positive (i. e. null hypothesis accepted) but for the ζ potential of
the filtered nanoPE dispersion (see appendix Table A.1 - Table A.9).
Therefore, depending on the desired application for the nanoplastic
reference material, the nanoPE dispersions can be used filtered and
not filtered, resulting in a different size population of the particles.

The particles were also analysed using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). A micrograph of the nanoPP reference material candidate is
shown in Figure 3.8. The particles are not spherically shaped, but
with the applied mechanical stress, this was not to be expected. Fur-
thermore, these irregularly shaped particles represent the nanoplastic
found in nature more exactly than usually used commercial nanospheres
do.
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nanoPP

nanoPE

Figure 3.4: Serial DLS experiment of nanoplastics in saline. Time evolution
of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the hydrodynamic
diameters during storage. Displayed are cdfs for incubation times
of 4 min (blue), 51 min (black), and 96 min (green) for nanoPP
(top [85]) and 3 min (blue), 38 min (black) and 47 min (green)
for nanoPE (bottom). Curve fits according to Equation 3.2 are
provided as red dotted lines. Saline concentrations: a) cNaCl =
0.9%. b) cNaCl = 0.09%
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nanoPP

nanoPE

Figure 3.5: Median hydrodynamic diameters of nanoPP (top [85]) and
nanoPE (bottom) at salt concentrations of a) cNaCl = 0.90% and
b) cNaCl = 0.09% over the time of serial measurements. Inset:
Fraction of particles transformed to larger agglomerates (blue)
and non-agglomerated particles (black). Curve fits accordingly
are given as red dashed lines.
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Figure 3.6: Results of DLS/ELS measurements for all 60 samples of nanoPP
and nanoPE prepared. Each circle represents a sample. The green
area represents a range of µ± 2σ which was accepted for reference
material preparation and the red area represents a range of µ± x
with x < 2σ. Samples with at least one measurement value in one
of the red ranges were discarded and not used for the reference
material preparation.

Figure 3.7: Intensity weighted size distribution of aqueous dispersions of
nanoPP and nanoPE of the reference material candidates,
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Figure 3.8: Scanning Electron Micrograph of nanoPP reference material. Scale
bar = 200 nm [85].
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3.1.4 Gold-containing nanoplastics

The disadvantage of polyolefin nanoplastics for toxicological appli-
cations is the similar chemical structure of the plastic and organic
material, such as for example cells, etc. Therefore, they need to be
stained to enhance the particle contrast in biological media. One
possibility is using fluorescent dyes, like Nile red, that can be de-
tected in light microscopy. Another possibility is using precious metal
(nano)particles to include them in the particles. Gold is not a naturally
occurring trace element in the body. At the same time, gold can be
easily distinguished from organic material due to its high density, etc.
Other precious metals, such as platinum, have already been used as a
staining material for nanoplastics.[87] However, most of the time, the
metal is incorporated in a bottom-up synthesis strategy.
Because the top-down approach has given evidence to be an easy and
repeatable way to prepare PP and PE nanoplastics in dispersion, a
way to dope the particles in this method was sought. In analogy to in-
troducing additives (including dyes) to plastics by extrusion, the gold
(in the form of salt HAuCl4 · 3 H2O) was added to the fully melted
polymer. The polymer used has a relatively low molecular mass and
therefore shorter polymer chains, resulting in a more liquid melt than
higher molecular masses and making it easier to treat with the salt
on a lab scale (i.e. without an extruder). The orange salt dissolved
in the melted polymer. The colour turned from clear to brown. The
water molecules of the trihydrate evaporate. The polymer turns a
uniform brown colour when stirred. Then the polymer is cooled and
it solidifies again. This preparation was carried out with two different
amounts of gold salt, resulting in PP with a gold content of 0.1% and
0.5% (m/m). Figure 3.9 shows the stained polymers with different
gold contents.

Figure 3.9: Photograph of the PP with increasing gold content. Left: pure
PP prepared without gold salt; Centre: PP with a gold content of
0.1% gold; Right: PP with a gold content of 0.5% gold.
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The photograph shows that the lower gold content (0.1%) results in
a light brown colour, while the higher gold content (0.5%) results in a
much darker colour. The colour of the pure PP that was melted and
solidified again stays colourless like the starting PP pellets.

The obtained plastic was characterised. The small angle X-ray scatter-
ing (SAXS) experiments performed on these structures gave evidence
of the crystalline structures of the polymer and the size of the added
gold particles. With the used instrument and setup, also the wide-
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) range was detectable. Here information
about the samples analogous to that obtained by X-ray diffraction can
be obtained. With a equation similar to 2.2 the X-ray scattering vector
q can be transformed into the diffraction angle 2θ

q =
4π

λ
sin

(
2θ

2

)
(3.3)

with the wavelength of the Cu Kα radiation λ = 0.154 nm used for
these measurements. The refractive pattern of crystalline, isotactic PP
can be found in literature [88]. The relevant q section of the WAXS
measurements performed for the PP samples is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: WAXS data of the scattering measurements performed for PP
pellets (dark blue), pure PP (light blue), PP with 0.1% gold (red)
and PP with 0.5% gold (green). For better comparability, the axes
are in linear scale.

The curves of all samples overlap over most of the zoomed-in q
range. The first four, intensive peaks from q = 10 nm−1 to 15 nm−1

represent the reflections of the crystalline, isotactic PP. The only larger
difference is found at q = 26.4 nm−1, which occurs for the PP with a
higher gold content only. This peak corresponds to the Au(111) plane.
(For a more detailed analysis of the peak, see the section in the Ap-
pendix A.)
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This peak gives evidence, that a crystalline gold structure is present
in the plastic. The Au(III) was therefore reduced to Au(0) in the process
of doping the melted polymer. This was expected since gold is an
easily reducible metal and only harsh conditions (aqua regia) can
oxidise elemental gold. At the same time, the hydrocarbon chains of
PP can be slowly oxidised under environmental conditions, which is
also a reason for MNP formation (see Section 2.2.1). This is the reason
for the stabilising additives usually used in polyolefin manufacturing
[89, 90]. The observed results are consistent with the expectations
known from other reactive behaviour. However, the detailed reaction
mechanism of gold is not the scope of this work, because the exact
composition of the additives in the polyolefins is not known.
Because the baseline of the SAXS curve of the sample of PP with a
lower gold content is a little lower here than the baseline of the pure
PP, a smaller peak for the lower gold content can not be identified.
However, the signal equivalent to the reflection of the Au(111) plane
shows, that reduced gold atoms are present in the polymer, which will
enhance the detectability of the gold since the reduced gold will hardly
be dissolved in many solvents. However, not all reducing methods
necessarily lead to gold NPs. Therefore, the size of the gold in the PP
is of interest when characterising the obtained material. Previous work
showed, that gold NPs can be incorporated into a 3D-printed plastic
object [91] and show a brownish colour similar to the plastic obtained
with this staining method (see Figure 3.9). A look at the remaining q
range of the SAXS curves can give an indication of the size of the gold
within the PP.

Figure 3.11 shows the SAXS results for the three different PP sam-
ples. All of them show a population at an apparent radius of 6.6 nm,
which results from the lamellar structure and the crystallites, that can
be observed for PP [92, 93]. The size distribution of this population
does not differ significantly for all three samples, indicating, that the
doping with gold does not affect the structure of the solid polymers.

The other population at a radius of ca. 110 nm in the size distribu-
tion, which can be especially observed for the PP with a higher gold
content represents the gold present in the polymer. With analysing
the Au(111) peak in the SAXS data using the scherrer equation
[95], the size of the crystallites in the gold particles can be determined.
A more detailed calculation is given in the Appendix A. The size of
the single crystals is 0.98 nm, which means, polycrystalline structures
were formed. However, with the present sample preparation, no large
single crystals were expected either, since producing large gold single
crystals usually requires close monitoring of temperature and other
process parameters, as e. g. in the bridgman [96] or the czochral-
ski [97] method. The exact structure of the particles remains unclear,
due to the heavily structured scattering curve of PP.
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Figure 3.11: Results of the X-ray scattering experiments for PP with increas-
ing content of gold from the top (light blue = pure PP) to red in
the middle (0.1% gold) to the bottom (green = 0.5% gold). The
results show the SAXS and WAXS measured with the MOUSE
instrument [94]. The data (black) was curve-fitted (red line) in
the SAXS range. The resulting size distributions are shown as
radius-dependent histograms.
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Since the mean radius of the particles is around 110 nm, the particles
do not count as nanoparticles, which is not of the utmost importance
for the planned scope of application. Additionally, the sub-micron
particles are not of uniform size and show a rather broad size dis-
tribution, which could be expected from the preparation procedure
applied. Again, this fact does not affect the suitability of the material
for further applications.

The nanoplastic preparation method discussed in the section before
was also performed with the gold-containing PP. The mass of the
polymer pellets was reduced to m = 2 g due to the reduced amount
of polymer stained with gold. The preparation resulted in aqueous
dispersions of nanoPP with a gold content of 0.1% and 0.5%. These
dispersions are shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Photograph of vials containing the gold-stained nanoPP particles
dispersed in water. Left: NanoPP dispersion prepared with the
PP containing 0.1% gold. Right: NanoPP dispersion prepared
with the PP containing 0.5% gold.

Comparing the optical appearance of the two dispersions, it is
noticeable that the dispersion of the nanoparticles with the higher
content of gold is more turbid than the one with the lower gold content
in the nanoparticles. Reasons for higher turbidity are, on the one hand,
the presence of larger particles in the dispersion and, on the other
hand, a higher particle concentration also leads to higher turbidity,
as the light is scattered more strongly in these cases. In addition,
the dispersed material’s optical properties (in this case, the refractive
index) can change turbidity. In this case (since the starting material of
the two dispersions is not the same), all of the reasons mentioned for
higher turbidity can come into effect. Therefore, the dispersions were
examined as usual by light scattering. The resulting size distributions
of the nanoparticles are shown in Figure 3.13.

Both size distributions show only a single population with a rela-
tively small width. The mean hydrodynamic diameter Dh = (107.5 ±
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Figure 3.13: Intensity weighted size distributions of aqueous dispersions of
nanoPP with a gold content of 0.1% (left) and 0.5% (right). The
mean hydrodynamic diameter Dh are 107.5 nm (0.1% gold) and
164.7 nm (0.5% gold).

25.6) nm for the lower gold content and Dh = (164.7 ± 37.6) nm for
the higher gold content show, that the preparation method led to
nanoplastics and their size differs only slightly. Especially the nanoPP
with the lower gold content does not differ in size from the nanoPP
that was produced without gold but under the same conditions (see
Table 3.1).

The dispersions were also analysed using X-ray scattering. Because
of their size and the low concentration of the nanoparticles, measuring
the dispersion, even with higher concentrations was not successful,
using the MOUSE instrument. Therefore, the sugar trehalose was
added to the dispersions and then they were freeze-dried, leaving a
mixture of gold-containing nanoplastic particles in trehalose sugar.
Trehalose has been extensively used as a cryoprotectant for several
decades for very sensitive structures, such as cells etc. [98, 99]. The
results of the SAXS measurements are shown in Figure 3.14.

The X-ray scattering curves of the nanoplastic particles in trehalose
all have a rather broad peak ("bump") in the wide-angle scattering
range which comes from the freeze-dried trehalose. In contrast to the
untreated samples in Figure 3.11, no information on the crystalline
structure of the sugar can be obtained in this region of the scattering
vector. The sample, that contains the nanoPP reference material in
trehalose (light blue) shows two distinct populations when the size dis-
tribution analysis is performed. The first, smaller population from 11
to 85 nm radius with a rather low intensity represents the nanoplastic
particles. The population at larger radii (> 130 nm) presumably rep-
resents the trehalose, which has not been subtracted from the SAXS
data. Furthermore, there are populations with a higher frequency
present in the other two SAXS results for gold-containing particles.
In these samples, however, no difference can be detected between
two, differently sized and intensive populations. The distribution here
already starts at radii of less than 100 nm (25 nm for 0.5% Au and
45 nm for 0.1% Au). It can therefore be assumed that the populations
of trehalose and the gold-labelled particles overlap. Since the samples
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were measured as powders, the form factors play a major role in the
final result. This was further complicated by the added gold, which
means that no precise distinction can be made between gold particles,
nanoplastic particles and trehalose as a cryoprotectant.
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Figure 3.14: Results of the X-ray scattering experiments for nanoPP with in-
creasing content of gold from the top (light blue = pure nanoPP)
to red in the middle (0.1% gold) to the bottom (green = 0.5%
gold). The results show the SAXS and WAXS measured with
the MOUSE instrument [94]. The data (black) was curve-fitted
(red line) in the SAXS range. The resulting size distributions are
shown as radius-dependent histograms.
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3.2 poly(lactic acid) nanoplastics

The polyolefin nanoparticles presented in sections 3.1 represent par-
ticles prepared in a top-down method. Another possibility is to use
a bottom-up method. This approach was used for the biopolymer
poly(lactic acid) (PLA), which is increasingly used as a greener substi-
tute for other plastics. Because of its rising popularity and its different
solubility, PLA was chosen to use in the bottom-up method. Usually,
when speaking of the synthesis of polymeric NPs in a bottom-up
method, polymerisation of the monomers also takes place. The most
common strategy for polymer NPs is (micro and mini) emulsion poly-
merisation [9, 29]. However, performing a complete polymerisation
is not always feasible and the characterisation of the polymerisation
products is not possible for all MNPs researchers. Therefore, the aim
here is to show a way in which already characterised polymers with
desired properties can be used to produce nanoplastics.
In our case, the polymer was purchased from a manufacturer and the
polymer pellets were dissolved in an organic solvent, skipping the
polymerisation. The solvent chosen was tetrahydrofuran (THF), which
dissolves PLA as well as the non-ionic surfactant Pluronic F-127. Both
of the solid polymers were dissolved completely in the first prepara-
tion step. Then, the solvent is exchanged from THF to water. The same
volume of water is added to the THF solution. Under stirring, THF
is evaporated, leaving a dispersion of PLA in water, stabilised with
Pluronic F-127. In contrast to the top-down methods in Section 3.1,
the upscale of the preparation is easier as well as the concentration of
PLA in the dispersion is known since only the volatile organic solvent
evaporates.
The resulting dispersion was analysed with the MALS instrument.
Figure 3.15 (left) shows the hydrodynamic radii Rh of three different
batches, determined with a DLS instrument, in boxplots.

Figure 3.15: Results of DLS measurements. Left: boxplots of the hydrody-
namic radii of three different batches of nanoPLA prepared in
a bottom-up method; blue line: median hydrodynamic radius.
Right: intensity-weighted size distribution of the nanoPLA with
only a single maximum at 89 nm.

All three results show a relatively small size distribution, with radii
ranging between 30 nm < Rh < 50 nm. Because batch no. 3 was pre-
pared on a larger scale, this batch was used for further analysis. Besides
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the mean hydrodynamic radii of the particles, the size distribution
and potentially larger aggregates were determined. The (intensity-
weighted) size distribution in the range from 1 nm to 1000 nm as
given in Figure 3.15 (right) shows only one narrow distribution with a
maximum at 89 nm and no further distributions at larger sizes.

The single maximum makes this sample a fit candidate to use the
MALS data to calculate the particle concentration in water, which can
be performed with certain instruments. More detailed information on
the process can be found in Section 2.3.1. Some modern instruments
already offer the possibility to calculate the particle concentration
as a feature of the instrument’s software. Nonetheless, it is also of
interest to perform these calculations with instruments, which yet do
not offer these calculations as an instrument’s feature, given they meet
the conditions for these calculations i. e. multi-angle measurements.

The results of the MALS measurements are used to perform these
calculations. Some other information on the material dispersed and
the dispersion medium need to be known, too. To normalise the
results of the normal MALS measurement, toluene, and solvent (in
this case water) must also be measured. A first Python Notebook on
the calculation of the particle concentration was published via GitHub
[100]. The measurements used for this notebook were performed using
an ALV 7004 MALS instrument (see Section 5.3). The implementation
of the calculations was tested with a PS latex standard with a known
concentration at different dilution levels.

The structure of the notebook can be summarised as follows. After
importing the desired files of the DLS measurements for the sample,
water (background) and toluene (reference), the density and the re-
fractive index of the polymer type of the sample must be entered.
After further computing, the notebook displays the intensity (here
Count Rate (kHz)) of the three measurements over all measured angles.
Here, noticeable differences can already be recognised. To calculate
the concentration using Equation 2.9, an intensity-weighted particle
size distribution is necessary. The notebook uses the CONTIN algo-
rithm to determine this size distribution. The result of this calculation
is output for all measurement angles and repetitions. Together with
the differential scattering cross-section, which is calculated using the
Mie theory Python module miepython, the particle concentration as
a number and a mass concentration is calculated for all measuring
angles and a median concentration is presented as a result. These
results are shown in Table 3.7.

Comparing the results of the particle concentration calculated for
the PLA dispersion with the PLA mass used in the synthesis, the
values match quite well. However, there are different results for the
calculated concentration depending on which toluene and water mea-
surements are used. For the toluene and water measurements that
were performed in 2021 before the laser was exchanged, the values
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Table 3.7: Results of the particle concentration cDLS calculated with the
Python Notebook [100] in comparison with the mass of PLA used
in the synthesis. The median mass concentration and number con-
centration are listed for the use of two different sets of toluene
(reference) and water (background) measurements, performed in
2021 and 2022

Sample c (mg mL−1) cDLS (mg mL−1) cDLS (mL−1)

PLA (2021) 1.0 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.5 (4.5 ± 2.5) · 1012

PLA (2022) 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.5 (6.1 ± 4.5) · 1012

differ by 20%. If the same sample measurement (before the laser ex-
change) is used together with toluene and water measurements that
were performed after the laser was exchanged in 2022, the values
seem to falsely match exactly. This means that the reference and the
background measurements are important for the result, even though
their absolute scattering intensity is relatively low in comparison to
the sample. The count rates of the sample and toluene and water
before and after the laser exchange are compared in Figure 3.16

Figure 3.16: Count Rate of the DLS measurements of a PLA dispersion
(black), toluene (orange) and water (blue) for all scattering an-
gles. The measurements of toluene and water were performed
before (upper graph) and after (lower graph) the exchange of
the laser.

During the period of the study, the laser of the instrument had to
be renewed, which also led to a new setup of the detectors etc. After
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the exchange, the count rate for the detector at the highest scattering
angles (one detector serves for two angles in the applied experimental
setting), decreased drastically, especially for toluene. But the curve
also differs slightly for the other angles. Additionally, the count rate
of the PLA samples plotted in Figure 3.16 differs because the scaling
factor measured for toluene with the new laser is different, leading
to a minimum 30% higher count rate for the nanoPLA sample due
to scaling. These differences show that close attention must be paid
to which reference and background measurements are used for the
calculation of the particle concentration in the device used. Rather, an
order of magnitude of the particle concentration can be taken from
the available notebook and not exact values. The geometry of the
instrument setup can be changed so easily, which will lead to a big
change in the scattering intensity and thus in the particle concen-
tration, the application of the calculation for the very experimental
instrument used here, might not be suitable for exact concentrations.
An instrument, which is less influenced by the handling of the device,
and fewer setup parts can be adapted by hand, is therefore prone to
deliver more consistent results of the scattering intensity.

3.2.1 Gold clusters for nanoplastic staining

As mentioned before, metal-stained nanoplastics are usually produced
by adding the metal particles in a bottom-up preparation method [87].
When nanoplastics are synthesised, it is essential, that the incorporated
metal particles are small enough. Therefore, as part of the work on
gold-containing nanoplastics, also the staining agent was synthesised,
which could be used in a bottom-up approach used for the preparation
of PLA nanoparticles. To have very small particles and not potentially
increase the size of the stained nanoplastics, gold clusters were synthe-
sised. Gold clusters possess unique optical and structural properties
[101, 102] since they are even smaller (≤ 1 nm) than NPs (1 − 100 nm)
and only consist of 2 − 1000 atoms. To achieve this small size, the
reaction, i. e. the particle growth, must be well controlled. The choice
of the reaction conditions, such as the reducing agent and stabilising
ligands (i. e. thiolate, selenoate, phosphine and acetylide) can lead to
a certain size of the cluster [103–106]. However, no ionic liquid (IL)
has been used for the synthesis of gold clusters. So far, ILs have only
been used in the NPs synthesis [107] but their vast range of possible
properties can make them also a suitable candidate for gold cluster
synthesis. The advantage of the used IL 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
dicyanamide ([Emim][DCA]) is, that it is the reducing agent for the
gold salt HAuCl4 · 3H2O as well as the solvent of the gold clusters.

The preparation of the gold clusters is very simple. The gold salt
is added to a vial containing the IL. The solution is stirred until all
the salt is dissolved and then the vial is heated for 24 h at different
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Figure 3.17: Stucture of the ionic liquid 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium di-
cyanamide ([Emim][DCA]).

temperatures. The temperature was set to 20◦C, 40◦C, 60◦C and 80◦C,
to compare the results. The initial light yellow colour of the mixtures
changes with time depending on the temperature, ranging from light
orange (80◦C) to red (20◦C), as shown in Figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18: Vials with HAuCl4 dissolved in [Emim][DCA]. Photographs
were taken directly after dissolution (left) and after 24 h of
reaction at 20, 40, 60 and 80◦C (right). The yellow to light orange
solution turns red (20◦C), light red (40◦C), orange (60◦C) and
light orange (80◦C) in dependence of the reaction temperature.

The change of colour indicates the successful reduction from Au(III)
salt to Au (0) particles. However, the colour is not the colour that can
be observed for gold NPs. Because of the surface plasmon resonance,
NPs show a dark red to purple colour depending on their size [21].
Therefore, the hypothesis is, that the IL reduces the Au3+ into Au0

atoms, which coalesce into clusters but are stabilised in the cluster
form by the IL.

The samples shown in Figure 3.18, were measured with UV/Vis
spectroscopy and are compared with the spectrum of the pure IL. The
spectra are shown in Figure 3.19.

The IL [Emim][DCA] shows a strong absorption band with a max-
imum at a wavelength of 250 nm. This maximum equals an en-
ergy of 4.96 eV, which corresponds with the HOMO-LUMO gap of
[Emim][DCA] reported in literature of (4.77 ± 0.53) eV [108]. The
samples with the gold clusters show besides the absorption at wave-
lengths below 300 nm, that comes from the IL, additional absorption
at wavelengths larger than 300 nm. Therefore, the spectrum of the IL
was subtracted from the spectra of the clusters. The result is shown
in the inset of Figure 3.19. The difference spectra show an intensive
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Figure 3.19: UV/Vis absorption spectra of the IL [Emim][DCA] and gold clus-
ters in [Emim][DCA] synthesised at 20◦C (a), 40◦C (b), 60◦C (c)
and 80◦C (d). Inset: Difference spectra after subtraction of the
[Emim][DCA] spectrum.

absorption maximum at ca. 300 nm and a more or less pronounced
shoulder towards higher wavelengths. The difference spectra were
fitted with two Gaussian functions, that are added. The quantitative
fit function is as follows

f (λ) =
2

∑
i=1

ai√
2πσi

exp
− (λ−λi)

2

2σ2
i (3.4)

with ai as the scaling factor, σi the width and λi the peak position. The
resulting fits are shown in Figure 3.20 with the fit parameters given in
Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Curve fit parameters of the UV/Vis spectra of gold clusters at
temperatures of 20 − 80◦C.

T (◦C) Peak maximum Peak width Absorbance

λ1 (nm) λ2 (nm) σ1 (nm) σ2 (nm) f1(λ1) f2(λ2)

20 312.0 354.0 32.4 55.1 0.83 0.45

40 312.3 353.7 32.0 54.5 0.81 0.42

60 316.2 401.2 33.5 26.5 1.20 0.10

80 314.7 398.7 29.7 13.9 1.22 0.03

A closer look at the curve fit parameters shows, that the first peak
maximum λ1 and the corresponding peak width σ1 are very similar
for all four samples. The second peak differs for the two samples
synthesised at lower temperatures (20 and 40◦C) and the samples syn-
thesised at higher temperatures (60 and 80◦C). The peak maximum λ2
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Figure 3.20: UV-Vis absorption difference spectra (solid lines) and curve fits
f (λ) using Equation 3.4 (red dotted lines) for clusters synthe-
sized at 20◦C (a), 40◦C (b), 60◦C (c) and 80◦C (d). Contributions
f1(λ) and f2(λ) are given (blue dashed and green dotted lines,
respectively).

for the lower temperatures is ca. 45 nm lower than the peak maximum
of the samples prepared at higher temperatures, while the peak width
σ2 is significantly lower. However, the significance of the second peak
decreases for higher temperatures, because of the difference in the
absorbance at the peak maxima f (λ). While the ratio of f2(λ2)

f1(λ1)
is ca. 0.5

for the lower temperatures, it decreases to ca. 0.05 for higher tempera-
tures. In literature, the optical properties of phosphine-protected gold
clusters have been reported [109]. Au20 clusters show a strong peak
at 320 nm, which is linked to intraband transitions, while a peak at
419 nm is connected to interband transitions [109]. The peaks reported
for Au20 are therefore similar to the contributions found in the curve
fit of the UV/Vis spectra.

The typical surface plasmon resonance of gold in the range of 520
to 540 nm which can be observed for gold nanoparticles of around
10 nm [110] cannot be observed for these samples. Because usually
the gold nanoparticles with a diameter larger than 3 nm show the
surface plasmon resonance [111]. SAXS and Matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF
MS) were performed to determine the size of the structures with more
precise methods. The samples observed with these methods were also
synthesised at temperatures of 20 − 80◦C.
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Figure 3.21: (a) SAXS data of clusters prepared at 20, 40, 60, and 80◦C for
24 h (symbols) and curve fits using the simple sphere model
(red solid lines). (b) The diameters of the clusters corresponding
to the curve fits in panel (a). Error bars represent one standard
deviation. The horizontal line represents the mean diameter of
the samples of Dmean = 1.15 nm and 62 gold atoms per cluster.
The right y-axis indicates the number of gold atoms per cluster.

The SAXS curves of the samples are shown in Figure 3.21 panel (a)
and show the typical shape of particles with a tiny size. They were
fitted using a spherical model [112]. The diameter of the particles
synthesised at 20◦C is (1.16 ± 0.03) nm, (1.13 ± 0.02) nm for 40◦C,
(1.09± 0.04) nm for 60◦C and (1.22± 0.06) nm for 80◦C. The resulting
diameters of the clusters are plotted in Figure 3.21 panel (b) and
assigned to the number of Au atoms per cluster. The number of atoms
for the clusters determined with SAXS is 66 ± 4 (20◦C), 61 ± 4 (40◦C),
54 ± 5 (60◦C), and 76 ± 11 (80◦C), assuming a spherical shape and a
volume of 0.0125 nm3 for a gold atom.

With the number of gold atoms per cluster of 54 to 76 given by the
SAXS analysis, the MALDI ToF MS results were expected to have a
maximum peak at 10 638 m/z to 14 972 m/z for a neutral charge.
However, numerous equidistant peaks are visible in the range of 1000
to 4000 m/z as shown in Figure 3.22 for all samples.

The peaks found in the spectra range from 5 gold atoms up to 18
gold atoms given a charge of z = 1. However, for all three samples
gold clusters are present. The decreasing intensity of the peaks for
higher m/z ratios indicates the fragmentation of the clusters during
the measuring process. This could also be the reason for the difference
in the number of gold atoms per cluster found in MALDI ToF MS and
SAXS. It has been reported that an optimised experiment can prevent
the sample from fragmentation [113]. For a further analysis of the
exact size of the gold cluster by MALDI ToF MS, the preparation and
experiment might be optimised to deliver better results. Nonetheless,
the results indicate, that small gold structures were synthesised in the
presented way. Further investigations on cluster formation kinetics are
the subject of a publication that was submitted for publication [114].
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Figure 3.22: MALDI ToF MS spectra from samples of the IL containing gold
clusters produced at temperatures of 20, 40, 60 and 80◦C. Mark-
ers at the peaks denote the number of gold atoms corresponding
to the m/z ratio of the peaks for z = 1.

Because the gold clusters proved to be small, they were used for the
staining of bottom-up prepared PLA nanoplastics. Due to the IL as
solvent, which does not evaporate, the gold clusters described here,
were not used for staining the polyolefin nanoplastics in Section 3.1.4.

3.2.2 Gold-containing nanoPLA

The bottom-up method for nanoPLA synthesis was slightly adapted to
combine the gold clusters with the PLA nanoplastics. After dissolving
the polymer in the solvent THF, the gold cluster dispersion in the IL
[Emim][DCA] was added to the polymer solution. Then the synthesis
was completed in the usual way by adding Pluronic F-127 and water
and finally removing the THF by heating. The resulting dispersion
(shown in Figure 3.23) was again analysed with DLS. The dispersion is
highly turbid and needs to be filtered and diluted to obtain a sample
for measurements without multiple scattering.

The synthesis was performed for two different amounts of gold
clusters. The results in Table 3.9 show, that an increase in the gold
content leads to an increase in the particle size (Dh). The PDI of the
PLA particles only increases slightly for the highest gold content. In
total, the PDI of the dispersed particles is close to 0.1 which indicates
a moderately disperse sample.

To check the optical properties of the nanoplastics, UV/Vis spec-
troscopy was performed. The spectra are shown in Figure 3.24. The
dispersion of nanoPLA without gold does not show any absorption in
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Figure 3.23: Photograph of the samples dispersed in water. Left: nanoPLA
without gold. Middle: nanoPLA with 0.8% Au. Right: nanoPLA
with 4.9% Au. All samples have a PLA concentration of cPLA =
1.0 · 10−3 g mL−1.

Table 3.9: Hydrodynamic diameter Dh and PDI of nanoPLA particles with
different gold contents measured with DLS.

Sample Dh (nm) PDI

nanoPLA 89.2 ± 3.0 0.11 ± 0.02

nanoPLA + 0.8% Au 198.0 ± 10.8 0.12 ± 0.04

nanoPLA + 4.9% Au 259.1 ± 23.7 0.18 ± 0.03

the range of λ > 200 nm, while the absorption of the pure gold clus-
ters shows a broad and intense absorption band at wavelengths in the
range 200 − 400 nm as discussed before. The dispersion of nanoPLA
with gold clusters added shows a combination of the two spectra. The
absorbance is not as strong as it is for the pure gold clusters as the
gold clusters are also more dilute in this sample. Nonetheless, the
spectrum shows a broader absorption band in the range that can be
observed for the gold clusters.

However, the results do not give sufficient information on the struc-
ture of the dispersion of nanoPLA with gold added. The UV/Vis
absorption spectrum could also have these characteristics due to the
mixture and dilution of the gold cluster dispersion. As an additional
method, asymmetric flow field flow fractionation (AF4) was used to
see if two different populations i. e. a separation of nanoPLA and gold
clusters occurs. The fractograms of the AF4 experiment (Figure 3.25)
show only a single population for the nanoPLA samples which contain
gold clusters. The UV detector is of special interest here, because the
clusters show a strong absorption here. Besides the void peak at a time
of ca. 18 min, no additional populations are detected. Furthermore,
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Figure 3.24: UV/Vis absorption spectra of a nanoPLA dispersion (light blue),
a nanoPLA dispersion with gold clusters added during synthesis
(red) and the pure gold cluster dispersion (black).

the results of the AF4 support the finding of a larger diameter for
the additional gold content done with DLS. The fractograms of the
nanoPLA without gold and the nanoPLA with gold content differ sig-
nificantly in the time they were detected, indicating that the nanoPLA
particles are much smaller than the nanoPLA + Au.

To gain more information on the samples and their structure, the
samples were examined with transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The samples were filtered with a syringe filter (450 nm PTFE mem-
brane) before applying them onto a TEM grid. Unfortunately, the pure
nanoPLA samples (??) did not have sufficient contrast, especially in
comparison to their small size. The nanoPLA particles appear as dark
spots without sharp delimitations. Therefore, the micrographs for the
nanoPLA samples were not evaluable.

However, the TEM images of the nanoPLA sample with gold look
different (??). Here, only the sample with a lower gold content was
examined, because the higher concentration of IL was interfering with
the drying process of the samples onto the TEM grid and deteriorated
the quality of the recordings. The particles appear as light spheres
surrounded by dark clouds of higher contrast. A closer look at the
two single particles shows, that the high-contrast substance, i. e. the
gold clusters, accumulates at the surface of the sphere.

With their lighter core and darker shell, the particles seem to
be hollow. This kind of capsular structure was reported for PLGA
(poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)) nanoparticles before [115]. This indicates
that the addition of the gold clusters dispersed in the IL presumably
leads to the formation of a hollow structure. However, electron mi-
croscopy was difficult to perform for the nanoPLA samples with gold
clusters, too. One reason is the very small size of the gold clusters,
which decreases the contrast of the particles, even though they have a
high atomic number in contrast to the organic PLA and other polymer
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types. Therefore, the use of the prepared gold clusters is not suitable
for the staining of nanoplastics, when it comes to electron microscopy.
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Figure 3.25: Resulting fractograms of the AF4 experiments for nanoPLA
(green), nanoPLA + 0.8% Au (blue) and nanoPLA + 4.9% Au
(red). Top: Light scattering (90◦) detector response in comparison
to the mixture of three different latex standards. Bottom: UV
(280 nm) detector response.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K

The method presented in this work for the preparation of nanoplastic
dispersions by mechanical stress is characterised by good repeatability
and stability due to the strongly negative zeta potential. Furthermore,
the particle size and concentration can be adjusted by modifying the
preparation parameters. The dispersions can also be easily charac-
terised with DLS instruments, which can be found in many laborato-
ries, which makes quality controls easily available for users.

Since the method could be applied to both PP and PE, it is conceiv-
able that, with a slight adjustment of the parameters, similar results
can also be obtained with other polyolefins or similar polymer types.
Preliminary experiments for poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) with
a slightly modified preparation method also showed the formation of
nanoplastic particles. Likewise, the results showed that nanoplastic
particles can also be easily produced from PP of other molar mass
or even with additives (gold in this case). Therefore, these reference
materials will certainly not remain the only ones and there is an oppor-
tunity to produce suitable nanoplastic reference materials for specific
purposes that have the desired molar mass or additives. The interest
in such nanoplastic reference materials is very high in the field of
microplastic and nanoplastic research, since only a few such materials
are available, so even before the official certification as reference mate-
rials, samples have been requested by several other European research
institutes to use them in their own research.

Own preliminary tests of the interaction with pollutants such as
lead salts (PbCl2), indicated an attractive interaction of nanoplastic
particles and Pb2+ ions. This could possibly pose harm as the plastic
particles could act as a carrier for the pollutants into the human body.
However, further tests need to be carried out.

In the second part of this thesis, the synthesis of PLA nanoplastic
dispersions with a bottom-up method seems an easy-to-scale-up way
to produce these nanoplastic particles. However, combining these
PLA particles with gold clusters proved not to be as promising as
thought, because, they lead to a different structure of the loaded
particles. Furthermore, the very small size of the gold clusters was
complicating the detectability in (transmission electron) microscopy.
Tests for different staining materials for the PLA nanoplastics could
help to improve the detectability.

However, the detection and characterisation of the prepared nanoplas-
tics remain challenging, even though they are only dispersed in water
at higher concentrations and not in environmental matrices. Hopefully,
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nanoplastic particles prepared with the method described in this thesis
can help to improve detection and characterisation methods.



5
E X P E R I M E N TA L

5.1 material

All chemicals were used as received without further purification.
Polypropylene (isotactic, average M̄w ∼ 12000 g mol−1, average M̄n ∼
5000 g mol−1 and isotactic, average M̄w ∼ 250000 g mol−1, average
M̄n ∼ 67000 g mol−1) and Polyethylene (average M̄w ∼ 4000 g mol−1,
average M̄n ∼ 1700 g mol−1) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ace-
tone (p.A., min. 99.5%, ChemSolute) was purchased from Th.Geyer.
The water for the preparation was purified using a Sartorius arium
611DI purifier. Folded filters of grade 2105 (fast filtering, particle re-
tention 12 − 15 µm, by LabSolute) were purchased from Th.Geyer.
Ingeo Biopolymer 2003D (Polylactic acid) was purchased from Na-
tureWorks. Tetrachloroauric (III) acid trihydrate (HAuCl4 · 3 H2O) was
obtained from Sigma Aldrich (≥ 99.9%). 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
dicyanamide ([Emim][DCA], > 98%) was purchased from Iolitec Ionic
Liquids Technologies GmbH.

5.2 preparation

Polyolefin nanoplastics

The polyolefin nanoparticles dispersed in water were prepared with
different amounts of pristine polymer and different mechanical stress
durations. A more detailed discussion of the preparation parameters
and their influence on the nature of the products can be found in
section 3.1. In the following paragraph, the preparation of the reference
material candidates is presented as a representative of all polyolefin
nanoparticle preparations carried out.

The polymer (6 g PP pellets or PE powder) was placed in a high-
walled 400 mL beaker. 115 mL acetone was added to the beaker. The
beaker was cooled using a water and ice bath. Then the polymer was
processed using a T18 digital Ultra-Turrax® disperser (IKA GmbH
Staufen, Germany) at a speed of 18 000 rpm for 10 minutes. After the
processing, the disperser tool was cleaned with 5 mL of additional
acetone to remove plastic debris. The dispersion in acetone was filtered
to remove bigger plastic debris. For exchanging the solvent from
acetone to water, acetone was evaporated to a volume of ca. 30 mL.
Then 115 mL of purified water was added to the dispersion. The liquid
turns turbid immediately. The remaining acetone was evaporated and
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the dispersion was filtered again to remove aggregates formed during
the evaporation process. The resulting dispersion can be analysed
using DLS and ELS.

Reference Material

The preparation of the nanoplastic dispersions was repeated for ca.
60 times. All of the batches of nanoplastic dispersions, that passed
the z-score tests (see Section 3.1) in all three categories were added
to a 5 L bottle. The bottle was equipped with a seripettor bottle
top dispenser (BRAND GmbH & Co. KG, Wertheim, Germany) with
a 10 mL dispensing volume. The bottle was swirled to maintain a
homogeneous mixture of the dispersion. Then 10 mL screw top glass
bottles were filled with the dispersion. After every 15th aliquot bottle
was filled, the stock bottle was swirled again. Finally, the small bottles
were heated to 90◦C for 2 h, to pasteurise the samples. Further tests
were carried out with the pasteurised samples.

Gravimetric determination of the polymer concentration

To prevent the loss of sample, the gravimetric analysis was performed
in an open aluminium sample pan (designed for DSC measurements).
Each sample pan used was weighted empty. Then, it was heated to
150◦C on a hot plate and a 1 mL aliquot of the sample was added to the
sample pan dropwise. Care was taken to ensure that all of the sample
volume was added to the pan and not spilt. Eventually, the pan was
heated for an additional 15 min to ensure the complete evaporation
of the solvent. The sample pan was weighted again and the weight
difference was calculated. For each dispersion, this determination was
performed three times.

Gold-stained polypropylene

10 g of PP pellets (average M̄w ∼ 12000 g mol−1, average M̄n ∼
5000 g mol−1) was heated in a beaker to 170◦C. To homogenise the
melt, it was stirred with a glass stirring rod. When all pellets were
melted, 0.02 g and 0.1 g tetrachloroauric (III) acid trihydrate (HAuCl4 ·
3 H2O, c(Au)final = 0.1% and 0.5% (m/m) respectively) was added to
the melt. The clear polymer turned brown. When all gold was homo-
geneously mixed within the polymer melt, the melt was poured onto
a heat-resistant glass plate. The polymer solidified again quickly. The
solid polymer was slightly crushed to use it for further investigations.
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Poly(lactic acid) nanoparticles

In these experiments, granular Polylactide (PLA) with a molar mass
of M̄n ∼ 98000 g mol−1(Ð = 2.11) was used.

Bottom-up synthesis of nanoPLA

50 mg of granular PLA together with 150 mg (0.3 wt%) Pluronic F-127

were dissolved in 50 mL tetrahydrofuran (THF). Afterwards, 50 mL of
water was added under stirring. The THF was completely evaporated
under stirring at a temperature of 50◦C.

Bottom-up synthesis in combination with gold clusters

50 mg of granular PLA together were dissolved in 50 mL tetrahy-
drofuran (THF). 0.4 mL of a solution of gold clusters in 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium dicyanamide ([Emim][DCA]) was added and dis-
persed in THF under stirring. Then, 150 mg (0.3 wt%) Pluronic F-127

were added. Afterwards, 50 mL of water was added and THF was
evaporated completely at a temperature of 50◦C.
The success of the reaction and the presence of gold clusters was
determined with UV-Vis spectroscopy.

Synthesis of gold clusters

16 mg of tetrachloroauric (III) acid trihydrate (HAuCl4 · 3 H2O) was
added to 1 mL of 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium dicyanamide ([Emim][DCA])
in a screw-top bottle (cAu = 8 mg mL−1). The gold salt was dissolved
via stirring at room temperature. After the complete dissolution, the
bottle was stored for 24 hours at the respective temperature. The
synthesis was carried out at 20, 40, 60 and 80◦C. For temperatures of
40 − 80◦C, an appropriately pre-tempered drying oven was used. To
obtain the UV-Vis measurement series, small amounts of samples were
taken and measured at the respective time during the synthesis. These
aliquots were then discarded. For the SAXS measurement series, the
samples were inserted into the instrument after dissolving the salt and
the sample holder was heated to the desired temperature so that the
reaction could be observed directly.
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5.3 methods

Asymmetric flow field flow fractionation (AF4)

The fractionation was performed using an AF 2000 A4F system (Post-
nova Analytics GmbH, Landsberg, Germany) with a refractive index
(RI) detector, a UV detector (λ = 280 nm) and a multi-angle light
scattering (MALS) detector. A 10 kDa RC membrane was used to-
gether with double distilled water (filtrated 0.1 mm; with added NaN3

(200 mg L−1). The calibration was carried out with a mixture of latex
standards with geometric diameters of 60, 125, and 350 nm.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Electrophoretic light scattering (ELS)

The measurements were performed with different instruments. Firstly,
multiangle light scattering measurements were performed using an
ALV 7004 device with a He-Ne-Laser (λ = 632.8 nm) from ALV
(Laser Vertriebs GmbH, Langen Germany). A Millex 0.45 µm PVDF
syringe filter was used for filtering the samples. The glass cuvettes
used were cleaned with acetone before filling them with the sample.
Measurements were performed at scattering angles of 2θ = 26◦ − 146◦

in 8◦ steps and at a temperature of 20 ± 1◦C. Three measurements,
lasting 30 s each, were carried out at each angle.

Secondly, measurements of Dh, PDI and ζ potential for the homo-
geneity and stability studies were performed with a Zetasizer Nano
instrument (Malvern Panalytical Ltd., Worcestershire, UK) working
in backscattering geometry at an angle of 2θ = 173◦. The z-score
studies of the batches and the homogeneity and stability studies of
the reference material candidates were performed on this instrument
using a DTS1070 cell for ζ potential measurements. For the titration
experiment, the Zetasizer was equipped with an MPT-2 titrator &
degasser (Malvern Panalytical Ltd.). The titrant reservoir of the titra-
tor was equipped with two different concentrations of HCl solution
(c1 = 0.25 M and c2 = 0.01 M). A pH range from 7 towards lower pH
values of ca. 2 was covered with the automated titration.

Additionally, the samples were measured with an Anton Paar Lite-
Sizer 500 (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria). This instrument com-
bines the multiangle measurement and the ζ potential measurement.
The detectors are positioned at fixed angles (15◦, 90◦and175◦). The
measurement in vertical scattering at 90◦ is not possible for ELS mea-
surements due to the geometry of the omega cuvette.

Electron microscopy (EM)

SED was performed with a Zeiss Supra 40 Scanning Electron Micro-
scope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), at 10 kV acceleration voltage,
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4.8 mm WD, in SE InLens mode, and at different magnifications. Be-
fore measurement, the flask with the nanoPP dispersion was carefully
shaken. 3 µL of the suspension (PP, ID336) were drop-casted on the
carbon tape and allowed to dry for ca. 24 h under normal laboratory
conditions.

The transmission electron microscope JEM-1011 (JEOL GmbH) at
an acceleration voltage of 80 kV was used to perform the TEM inves-
tigations. The nanoPLA samples were filtered with a PTFE syringe
filter (pore size = 450 nm) prior to dropping them on carbon-coated
copper grids and rapidly drying by removing the excess liquid with
filter paper.

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) / Size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC)

This analytical method describes the determination of the molar
masses and molar mass distribution of polyolefins after gel chro-
matographic separation on GPC columns (3× PSS POLYOLEFIN lin-
ear XL, 30 × 0.8 cm, 10µm pore size). This method was a relative
method. The molar masses were calculated based on a universal cal-
ibration with 12 polystyrene standards (Polymer Standards Service
GmbH), over the range of Mp = 1.2 · 107 − 266 g mol−1 by conversion
according to Mark–Houwink parameters. A high-temperature GPC
equipped with infrared (IR4) and viscosity detection (PolymerChar
GPC IR), an isocratic HPLC pump (PSS-Security), and an autosam-
pler (PolymerChar GPC-IR) running at 160◦C were used. The elu-
ent used was 1, 2, 4-trichlorobenzene stabilized with 0.1% BHT. The
flow rate was 1.0 mL min−1. Injection of 200 µL of an approximately
2 mg mL−1(8 mL total) solution in the eluent (internal filtration unit)
then followed. The error range was estimated at approximately ±10%.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS)

An Autoflex maX (Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen Germany) was
used. The gold cluster samples were used as prepared and dropped
(1µL) on a stainless steel target. After drying, the sample holder was
inserted and samples were irradiated with a Ny-YAG Smartbeam
laser working at 355 nm and 1000 Hz. Typically, 1000 laser shots
from 4 different places of the spot were accumulated to a spectrum.
Calibration was done using peptide standards (Bruker). FlexControl
and FlexAnalysis (Bruker) were used for recording and calculating
raw data.
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Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed
in a polycarbonate flowthrough capillary at 21(1) °C with a SAXSess
camera (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria). This camera was attached to a
laboratory X-ray generator (PW3830, PANalytical) and operated with
a fine-focus glass X-ray tube at a voltage of 40 kV and a current of
40 mA (Cu Kα, λ = 0.1542 nm). A focusing multilayer optics and a
block collimator provided a monochromatic primary beam with low
background noise.

In addition to the SAXSess device, the MOUSE instrument [94]
was used for SAXS and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS). X-rays
were generated from a microfocus X-ray tube, followed by multilayer
optics to monochromise the X-ray beam at a wavelength of λ =

0.154 nm (Cu Kα). Three sets of scatterless slits are used to collimate
the beam before the sample. The scattered radiation is collected on
an in-vacuum Dectris Eiger R 1M detector, mounted on a three-axis
motorized platform placed at distances ranging from 138 − 2508 mm
from the sample. Solid samples were mounted in the beam between
two pieces of scotch magic tape. The resulting data were subsequently
processed to absolute intensity using the DAWN software package
and standardised procedures [116, 117]. Sample thicknesses were
derived using calculated sample absorption coefficients, derived from
estimates of the sample compositions and gravimetric densities. SAXS
data analysis was performed using the McSAS software package, to
obtain “form-free” size distributions using Monte Carlo methods [118].

Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV/Vis)

UV-Vis measurements were performed using a BLACK-Comet C-50

Spectrometer (StellarNet Inc., Florida, USA) with an SL5 Deuterium +
Halogen Light Source (StellarNet Inc.). A demountable quartz cuvette
(QS, Hellma GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim, Germany) with a 0.10 mm
light path was used. The measurements were integrated over a period
of 50 ms and averaged for 5 cycles.
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A P P E N D I X

a.1 further information

ANOVA tables

One-way ANOVA tests were performed for the homogeneity studies
of the polyolefin reference material candidates for each measurand,
i. e. Dh, PDI and ζ potential. The null hypothesis in these cases was,
that the datasets from day 1, day 2 and day 3 have the same mean. The
confidence level was set to 0.95 resulting in a maximum 5% probability
of false rejection of the null hypothesis. The critical F-value Fcrit was
calculated with the degrees of freedom to be 1.853 for each measurand.
The null hypothesis is rejected if the F value calculated is bigger than
the critical F value.
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Crystallographic calculations of gold in PP matrix

The bragg equation

nλ = 2d sin θ

is used to determine the crystalline properties of structures. It is
dependent on the half scattering angle θ. Therefore, the obtained
scattering data which depend on the scattering vector q have to be
converted to 2θ-dependent data.
The reflection of interest occurs at q = 26.46 nm−1, which equals
2θ = 37.84◦ using the relation given in Equation 2.2 for Cu Kα radiation
with λ = 0.154 nm. Comparing the database data of Au (obtained
from Crystallographic Open Database entry 1100138 based on the data
from [119]), the reflection at 2θ = 38.27◦ is the one closest.

Table A.10: Table of reflection parameters for Au in the range of 2θ = 35◦ −
45◦ calculated with data from [119].

No. 2θ (◦) d (nm) h k l

1 38.272 0.23498 1 1 1

2 44.485 0.20350 0 0 2

The slight deviation is due to the measurement uncertainty of the
instrument and the sample. Therefore, the reflection at 2θ = 38.27◦

equals the reflection of the Au(111) plane.
The peak of the Au(111) plane in the SAXS data, can also be analysed

to determine the size of the crystallites present in the gold structures
found in the PP. For a single reflection, the scherrer equation [95]
is used.

Dhkl =
kλ

Bsample cos θ

For gold, the shape factor k is 0.9 [120]. Bsample is the FWHM of the
Gaussian fit of the peak, which is 0.46◦. This has to be reduced by
the broadening based on the instrument, which is 0.31◦ [24]. Finally,
is Bsample = 0.15◦. The θ of the peak maximum is 18.92◦. The result
is Dhkl = 0.98 nm. The Gaussian fit of the Au(111) peak is shown in
Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: SAXS data
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